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ABSTRACT 

This thesis discusses two aspects of Vaughan WiUiams' 7^ Symphony. The first 

is a comparison of Sinfonia Antartica and the film "Scott of the Antarctic," which reveals 

that the symphony is a direct derivative of the fikn score and that the symphony contains 

no original motivic material of its owa Only minor changes to the film score, such as 

chronology, orchestration, extensions, and the like, were necessary to rework the material 

into its symphonic form. The second aspect under discussion is the symphony's harmonic 

language, which reveals a problem with the harmonic content in that the relationships 

between chords do not follow functional harmonic procedures. However, the harmonic 

materials used in this symphony can be illuminated through analysis techniques described 

in the writings of Ernst Kurth, an early twentieth century theorist and specialist in 

Romantic music. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Ralph Vaughan Williams was bom in 1872 in Gloucestershire and died in 19S8 in 

London, and is one of the composers most greatly associated with twentieth centiiry 

English "art music." As A, E. F. Dickinson states, "the musical half-century in England 

may be described, if anything, as the age of Vaughan Williams, not of Hoist or Delius."' 

While he may be best known for his orchestral music, he composed for all genres: 

symphonic, choral, chamber, military band, solo instnmiental, and opera. His symphonic 

repertoire consists of nine symphonies and other orchestral works both without soloists 

(e. g.. Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, Five Variants on "Dives and Lazarus") and 

with soloists (e. g.. The Lark Ascending [violin]. Concerto for Oboe). He also composed 

a significant amount of solo vocal literature (e. g.. On Wenlock's Edge, Three Poems by 

Walt Whitman) as well as choral music with and without orchestra (e. g., Benedicte, 

Hodie, and Mass in G). In addition to composing music, he also collected a large amount 

of English folk songs and was an editor of both The English Hymnal and The Chrford 

Book of Carols? 

The film "Scott of the Antarctic" was released late in 1948. The film was a 

dramatization of Captain Robert Falcon Scott's fetal expedition to the South Pole in 

1911. Not only did Scott fail to return, he also lost the race to the Pole to Danish explorer 

Roald Amimdsen. The film was produced by Ealing Film Studios, whose music director, 

' A. E. F. Dicidnsan, Vautdian WiUiams (London: Faber and Faber), 18. 
^ Michael Kennedy. A Catalogue of the Works of Ralph Vauahan Williams (London: Oxford University 
Press), 117-9. 
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Ernest Irving, took primar>' responsibility for recording and editing Vaughan Williams' 

music for the film. Irving was also the man to whom Vaughan Williams dedicated his 

Sinfonia Antartica. 

After having seen only a few still frames from the production of the film, 

Vaughan Williams was able to compose the majority of the music for the film score.^ 

Howes states that, "there may have been a few 'stills' of shots taken in Norway shown to 

him (RVW) in an early stage of the negotiations, but the inspiration of the music came 

from mastery by his imagination of the epic of Scott's expedition upon which the film 

was very strictly based: the music of'Landscape' was not visually but conceptually 

inspired."^ His imagination enabled him to compose a score that evoked stark images of 

polar expedition, the awesome landscapes, and ultimately, bitter defeat by the polar 

weather. 

Dickinson states, "Whether written to the rough initial script, or to a time figure 

(in seconds), or after precise discussion with producer and music director, the music is 

rarely tied precisely to any extent. It was thus assured in part of a certain independent 

quality, which made it a conceivable basis for a symphony."^ RVW also researched 

Scott's expedition once he agreed to compose the music for the fihn. "He did his 

homework thoroughly on the background to the expedition; and he was appalled by much 

of what he learned about the inefiBcient preparations for the expedition and of the 

uimecessary exposure of its members to fetal risks."^ Once RVW was presented with a 

^ Frank Howes, The Music of Ralph Vauahan Williams (London; Oxford University Press), 68. 
•* Ibid, p. 68. 
^ Dickinson, p. 445. 
' James Day, Vaughan Williams (London; Oxford University Press), 84-5. 
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script and shown photos from the set, he had done enough additional research to begin 

composing the score without ever having to watch the film. Based on the script, he could 

judge approximately how long each scene would be, and how much music he would have 

to compose. 

The very nature of fiUn music is that of short segments to enhance the on-screen 

drama. "Scott of the Antarctic" is no different. Frank Howes writes, "Both [RVW and 

Ernest Irving] agree that mere point-by-point illustration is not much good, but both... 

allow that the speed of the action in the films, the rapid changes of scene and sentiment, 

preclude much continuity and allow none of music's most characteristic method of 

producing its effect, namely repetition and development."' Of all the fihn segments 

composed, the longest film segment, with over two minutes of music, is the opening film 

segment. Titles - Heroism. Most of the other fibn segments are approximately one 

minute in length, designed to accentuate the on-screen drama. Vaughan Williams 

composed a great deal more music for the film than was actually used. Over twenty 

scenes in the movie contain music that Vaughan Williams composed, and many of these 

film segments were short, usually under sixty seconds. Vaughan Williams was able to 

take many of these short fihn segments and, with little modification, combine them with 

transitions to create symphonic movements. 

^ Howes, p. 362. 
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Sinfonia Antartica (Symphony No. 7) was completed in 1952 and first performed 

on January 14,1953 in Manchester by the Halle Orchestra, conducted by Sir John 

Barbirolli.® The Symphony contains five movements: "Prelude," "Scherzo," 

"Landscape," "Intermezzo," and "Epilogue." Each of these movements is preceded by a 

literary superscription that in some way defines the character of the nwvement. For 

example, the third movement, "Landscape", contains a superscription that comes from a 

Coleridge poem entitled "Hymn Before Sunrise, in the Vale of Chamouni." 

Ye ice falls! Ye that from the mountains brow 
Adown enormous ravines slope amain -

Torrents, methinks, that heard a mighty voice. 
And stopped at once amid their maddest plunge! 

Motionless torrents! Silent cataracts! 

The entire movement is designed to make the listener envision the polar landscape, from 

the desolation of the snowy planes to the awe-inspiring size of polar glaciers jutting from 

the icy surface. Coleridge's poem expresses that imagery in words. 

The complete symphony is progranmiatic, but not in the purest sense of the word. 

While the piece is based on music for individual scenes from the film, the events that 

occur in the symphony do not appear based on the film's chronology. The symphony is 

designed in such a way that each individual movement presents events that are 

thematically related to one another. The third movement entitled "Landscape" contains 

film segments that describe glaciers, and uses other film segments that describe Antarctic 

natural phenomena. In the symphony, the film segment Iceberg is topically related to 

' Taken from notes in the Sinfonia Antartica score. 
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Distant Glacier, which in Uim is related to Ross Island (Ice Wash) because all the of 

those film segments are associated with natural Antarctic landscapes. 

This thesis discusses two aspects of Vaughan Williams' Symphony. 

Comparison of Sinfonia Antartica and "Scott of the Antarctic" reveals that the symphony 

is a direct derivative of the film score and that the symphony contains no original motivic 

material of its own. Only minor changes to the film score, such as chronology, 

orchestration, extensions, and the like, were necessary to rework the material into its 

symphonic form. 

The second aspect under discussion is the symphony's harmonic language. The 

problem with the harmonic content is that while most of the sonorities are recognizable as 

tonal structures, the relationships between chords do not foUow functional harmonic 

procedures. However, the harmonic materials used in this symphony can be illuminated 

through analysis techniques found in the writings of Ernst Kurth,^ an early twentieth 

century theorist and specialist in Romantic music. Kurth identifies three harmonic 

conventions of Romantic music that he calls harmonic shading, neighbor-note motion, 

and absolute progressions. Kurth applied his analytical procedures to the works of 

Wagner and Bruckner. Scott Murphy, in a recent presentation at the Society of Music 

Theory, applied Kurth's methods of analysts to American film music of the last twenty-

five years. These procedures are also usefuf in analyzing the 7''' Symphony of RVW, as 

will be shown. Examples of each of Kurth's conventions will be demonstrated in the 

methodology. 

^ These analysis techniques come from Ernst Kurth: Selected Writings, translated by Lee Roth&rb. 
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METHODOLOGY 

It seems never to have been RVW's intent to allow such an analytical comparison to take 

place. A letter was included with the autograph film score at the British Library. The 

contents of that letter are as follows: 

To; The head of the music library at the British Museum 
October 26 [no year indicated, most likely 1958 or 1959] 

Dear Sir, 

At the time that Vaughan Williams wrote the music to the film "Scott of 
the Antarctic," he was insistent that his score should not be available for 
comparison with that of the Antarctic Symphony, a responsibility I accepted when 
I became Music Director at Ealing Studios, but without much confidence as the 
score had been duplicated in the first place. The main title music and prologue 
were put on exhibition at one time and never returned to me, but pages 11-145 
and the alternate march that Vaughan Williams wrote during the recording are 
still with me and have been seen by no one else except James McKay Martin 
who knew Vaughan Williams very well. I understand that Mrs. Vaughan Williams 
has since requested that all scores by her hust)and shall be deposited with the 
British Museum. As I shall be making one of my infr^uent visits to London on 
Monday November 3,1 wonder if it would be convenient for me to do so during 
the aftemoon of that day. 

Yours Sincerely, 
J. D. Matfaieson 

In spite of this intention of the composer, the research began with the manuscripts 

in London from November 8-12,1999. The first step was to compare the film score to 

the symphonic score. Because RVW Ltd., holders of the copyright, allow no photocopies 

of their materials, all work with the manuscript had to be completed on site in the British 

Library. In London, a con^iarison of the film score with the symphony revealed 

differences and similarities between the works. These observations were then cataloged. 

In the analysis of the symphony, several methods were used. Forms of individual 

movements and harmonic structures were first examined. The theories of Ernst Kurth 

were used to analyze the harmonic content of the symphony. 
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In this written analysis of the music, all chords will be designated with pop chord 

symbols as indicated below. Roman numerals will be used to show harmonic function 

where applicable (e. g. a Cm inCisai,aC7inFisa V7). 

8 ''^*1 '8 ^ 
C Cm C C+ CnaM7 C7 Cmin7 C*7 C°7 Cni»j7K5 

All time signatures will be indicated in the text as a fraction such as 4/4 or 6/8. Measures 

before and after a rehearsal number will be shown as [5] + 8 or [9] - 4, meaning eight 

measures after [5] or four measures before [9], respectively. 

In this thesis document word manuscript will refer to all of the music that was 

composed specifically for the film. Film segment will refer specifically to music used in 

a particular segment of the film. All film segments come from the manuscript, but not ail 

of the manuscript was used in the film. No unused portions of the manuscript were 

analyzed, unless they were used in the symphony. All film segment titles come from the 

manuscript. The term part will refer to a section of a film segment. Symphony will refer 

to the symphonic score published by Oxford University Press. 

In the writings of Ernst Kurth, harmonic shading refers to a chord that, through 

the use of chromatics, appears to have different quality. The chromatics can be either a 

raising or a lowering of a chord tone by half-step. However, the root of the chord always 

remains the same. An example of this is in Part U of Titles - Prologue. 

iiniHf I >1^^ 

Dmaj7 #5/F# Dm#7/F 
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Neighbor-note motion refers to the alternation of chords by either half or whole steps, and 

in these chords, the roots are different. All movement is by neighbor tone, and the roots 

of the chords change with the neighbor-note motion. An example of this is in Part II of 

the film segment Aurora. 

o 
('• 

MM. 

m 

Dinaj7/C# Bmadd4 Bbmajll omit9#5 

An absoiutt progression is ti progression of two or more chords that alternate among one 

another. These chords can be approached through any means, and are associated with 

one particular film segment or motive. When an alternation of scales in linear passages 

takes place, this can also be seen as an absolute progression. An example of this is in the 

film segment Only Eleven Miles. 

Horn in F 

Musical examples will be taken from the full symphonic score unless otherwise 

notated. Form will be discussed on both macro and micro levels. Macro level form will 

pertain to forms of complete movements and will discuss overall thematic unity. 

Micro level formal discussion will look at thematic unity within movements and fihn 

segments, and how the film score parts are used within each movement. 
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CHAPTER 1: MOVEMENT I 

To suffer woes which hope thinks infinite, 
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night. 

To defy power which seems omnipotent. 
Neither to change, nor falter, nor repent: 

This.... is to be 
Good, great and joyous, beautiful andfree. 
This is alone life, joy, empire and victory. 

Shelley: Pronnetheus Unbound 

"Prelude," the first movement, is constructed from five different film segments. 

These are shown in the table below. 
Table 1.1 

Use in Symphony, mvt. I Correspondine Film Seement 
Begiiming to [51 + 4 Titles - Heroism (A) 

[61-3 to [91+ 2 Titles - Prologue (B) 
[91+ 3 to [121+ 7 Auroral! (C) 
[121+ 8 to [131-6 Only Eleven Miles (D) 
[131-5 to [131 + 10 Titles - Prologue (B') 

[131 + 11 to end of mvt. "Scott on the Glacier" (A') 

The form of the movement can be classified as "Bogen" form. Bogen, the German word 

for bow, describes "a musical form that is roughly symmetrical." ' Since the last 

segment, "Scott on the Glacier," is a derivative of the first segment. Titles - Heroism, the 

form can be described as: ABCDB'A'. "Scott on the Glacier" is a combination of Titles -

Heroism and the End Titles. The title "Scott on the Glacier" does not appear in the 

' New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s. v. "Bogen." 
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manuscript. Michael Kennedy, who compiled the conqilete works of RVW, gave it the 

title to correspond with the movie action.^ 

Titles - Heroism: 

The fihn segment that is first heard in the symphony, and during the opening 

credits, is entitled Titles - Heroism. The music of this film segment is associated in the 

body of the film with Captain Scott and his men whenever they undertake a valiant task, 

such as climbing a glacier. 

The full orchestra is utilized throughout this fihn segment and orchestration is the 

same in both the film music and the symphony. The melodic line in the first part of this 

film segment is one that is constantly ascending with descending motions to a plateau 

before rising again. The harmom'c construction is one of constant alternation between 

major and minor triads. Regarding this alternation, Elliott Schwartz states that 'the 

juxtaposition of major and minor triads, like the use of chromatic melody, is often 

reserved for passages of great dramatic import and seems to have a highly expressive 

meaning for Vaughan Williams."^ This "dramatic importance" is reflected in the fact that 

this segment begins both the film and the symphony, and is the penuhimate motivic 

material heard in the symphony's last movement. This film segment can be divided into 

three parts as seen in the table below. 

* Kennedy, p. 184. 
^ EUiott S. ^hwartz. The Symphonies of Ralph Vaughan Williams (Amherst: L&iiversity of 
Massachusetts Press), 177. 
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Table 1.2 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti Beginning to [2] + 5 
Part II [3]-S to [5]-5 
Part III [5]-4 to [5]+ 4 

Parti: 

From the begimiing of the symphony until [1] - 4, the music alternates between 

major and minor triads. A functional analysis with Roman numerals in a single key 

yields little information because RVW is not writing fiinctionally harmonic music within 

any one key. He is searching for an overall effect that is not dependent on singular 

harmonic function, but is dependent upon fundamental bass movement. This 

fundamental bass movement roughly follows the ascent and descent of the melodic line. 

One way to view this passage is to analyze it in two separate keys, Eb minor and 

G major. The chords in bars 1,3, 5,7, 8,10,12, and 14 center around Eb minor, while G 

major functions as tonic in bars 2,4,6,9,11,13, and IS. Example 1.1 shows these IS 

measures. 

When both Ebm and G are applied to these measures, a functional analysis reveals 

the following analysis: 

Ebm: i-iv-v-i-VI-iv-v-i 
G: 

Both progressions are completely valid in an isolated setting, but when the two are 

combined, neither key is firmly established. Immediately following measure 15 and 

continuing for three measures, RVW breaks up the pattern with three consecutive minor 
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triads (Ebm, Bm, and Am), but [2] -S, alternation between the major and minor triads 

resimies untU [3] - 5, the end of the first part. 

Example 1.1 
mm. 1-15 
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Harmonic Reduction 
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Part II: 

The second part of this film segment begins at [3] -S with an Fm triad. This 

begins a pattern of ascending minor triads based on roots that are a minor third apart. 

The roots of these four minor chords (Fm, Abm, Bm, Dm) form a Mly diminished 

seventh chord. RVW cycles through these chords three times before resolving the linear 
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diminished seventh chord formed by their roots. This structure "resolves" to an Ebm 

triad at [4] - 3, and can be seen on the following page in Example 1.2. 

The two measures before [4] are the first measures in this fihn segment where 

multiple chords appear in a single measure. These chords are Ebm, Bbm, and Cb major 

The final chord one measure before [4] is the only major triad in the entire second part of 

this film segment, giving the listener a sense of arrival at the summit of the glacier. 

\A>ioe Leading ' 

tJ 

Hannanic Reduction 

V.L. 

H.R. 

Example 1.2 
[2]+6to[4]-l 

- • 1 

ki J-J jJ 

' k  I i j l i  I 'N'II -

RVW chose to make the conclusion of the climb highly dramatic by altering the 

expected rhythm just before the climax, effectively conveying the drama of reaching the 

simimit. The supermetric hemiola that occurs in the two measures before [4] represents 
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the final steps of climbing the glacier, although here in its initial appearance in the 

symphony, the apex is not reached. 

As the ascent begins again at [4], the orchestra is suddenly pianissimo, and 

concludes with the same three chords (Ebm, Bbm, and Cb major) first seen in the two 

measures before [4], The peak of this ascent is finally reached [5] - 4. The Ebm triad 

moves to a Cb major triad. Again, a third relation similar to that in Part I (Ebm -> G), 

appears in Part II as Ebm Cb. RVW uses other third relations to unify parts of this 

film segment. 

There is only one difference between the manuscript and the symphony in Part II 

of this fihn segment. The music that appears in the measures between [4] and [5] - 4 is 

not literally present in the manuscript. RVW uses repetition of music fi'om the begirming 

of Part II to build tension before the climax of the section without composing new 

motivic material. 

Part III: 

The third part of the Titles - Heroism film segment occurs from [5] - 4 until the 

time signature change ailer [5]. Part III is the peak of the opening film segment, and all 

but one measure contains a G major triad. The opening two bars of Titles - Heroism 

return, first in the cellos, violas, and homs, then in the upper string and woodwinds, and 

finally in the bass section of the orchestra. 

The harmonic content in Part III can be illuminated with Kurth's theory of 

absolute progression. [5] - 3 and [5] - 1, G major sounds simultaneously with Ab minor, 

and the bar after [S] contains an Ab major triad. The main chord is G major, which 
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alternates with Ab major and sounds simultaneously with Ab minor. When the G major 

and Ab major and minor chords alternate, none of the chord tones are the same, showing 

an absolute progression Example 1.3 shows this absolute progression in a piano 

reduction. 

A slight difference between the symphony and the manuscript is the use of the crash 

cymbals in the measures of this part. In the symphony, the crash cymbals are played 

[5] - 4 and [S] + 2 and are used for added emphasis at these strong G major triads. In 

contrast, in the film score the crash cymbals are used [S] - 3 and [5] - I to give added 

Example 1.3 
[5]-4 to [5]+ 2 

Piano 

mz 

m  w  

Jii 

emphasis to the clash between the simultaneous G major and Ab minor chords. The 

cymbals play with an orchestral polychord, which draws attention to that dissonance. 

The section ends on a fortissimo G major triad, which will return later in this movement 

as well as other movements within the symphony. The G major triad decrescendos from 

fortissimo to pianissimo, and the film segment ends as a new one begins. 

In summary, this film segment is characterized harmonically by the use of only 

major and minor triads and, except for the hemiola measures in the second part, the use of 

one triad per measure throughout the film segment. Key center is not firmly established 
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until the end of the film segment where there is a cadence on a G major triad in Part in, 

and even then the cadence is not harmonically strong. The chord previous to the G major 

is a B major triad. Therefore the cadence is based on a third relation, like the relationship 

between Cb and Eb, and Eb and G found in the previous parts of the film segment. 

Titles - Prologue: 

The second film segment used by RVW is entitled Titles ~ Prologue. RVW 

described this film segment as "the fascination and terror of the pole."^ In the film, this 

musical segment is played while Captain Scott is talking about his first trip to Antarctica 

and the desolate landscape of the South Pole is displayed on the screen, and immediately 

following the main titles of the fihn. This film segment, like Titles — Heroism before it, 

can also be divided into three parts as shown in Table 1.3 

Table 1.3 

Part of Film Seement Use in symphony 
Parti 5 bars after [51 to f?! 
Part II [71 to 5 bars before [91 
Part III 5 bars before [91 to 2 bars after [91 

Part I: 

In the first part of this film segment, two prevailing harmonies appear: Abmaj? #5 

and Dmaj7 #5/F#. The piano plays only the Abmaj? #5 chord in the first half of the 

measure and plays a tremolo between the two chords in the second half of the measure. 

The woodwinds play only the Abmaj? #5, and rearticulate on the downbeat of every 

measure, while the trumpet and trombones play only the Dmaj #5/F# and rearticulate on 

RVW Autograph score to "Scott of the Antarctic", Additional MS 59537. 
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beat three of every measure throughout this part. The xylophone has an 

ascending/descending stepwise passage in 32^ notes to fill out the harmonies while the 

other instruments sustain. Three types of seconds are represented in the voice leading 

between these two chords in the piano: m2, M2, and A2, as seen in Example 1.4. 

Neighbor-note motion can be used to analyze the two chords in this part because the roots 

of the two chords are different, and the voice leading in the piano tremolo shows the 

movement of the chord tones by neighbor-note, although the seconds are displaced by an 

octave. The two chords that comprise the harmony are non-functional; there is no key 

prepared, and the sevenths are used as color. 

Example 1.4 
[51 + 5 

Piano < 

P P 
i.'f f f 

An interesting feature of these chords is that the roots of the two chords are a 

tritone apart from each other. There are also melodic tritones in [6] + 3 and [6] + S, 

respectively. Both of the melodic tritones, like the tritones in the harmony, are from D to 

Ab. 

The melodic content of [6] - 1 to [6] + 1 foreshadows the second part of the film 

segment. The first five notes of the melody are similar to the first five notes of the 

soprano's melody in the second part. This similarity is shown in Example 1.5. 
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Example 1.5 

Oboe 
(61 • t to (6) + t 

Soprano 
[7] + ltt)(71-t-3 

$ 
$ 

m  

r if »i 
9  J' 

Part II: 

Part II begins at [7] and has a short introduction before the soprano soloist enters. 

Although there are no direct leaps of a tritone, chromaticism is obviously emphasized. 

Again, the prevailing harmony fluctuates between two chords: Dmaj? #5/F# and 

Dm #7/F. The presence of the seventh is not based on contrapuntal resolution, but used 

for color only. 

These chords can be analyzed using Kurth's idea of harmonic shading. The root 

and the seventh are the same in both chords, and the third and fifth are lowered by half 

step from the Grst chord to the second, causing a different quality in the second chord. 

Part III: 

The third part of Titles - Prologue appears from [9] - 5 to [9] + 2. The prevailing 

harmonies through these eight measures are highly unusual. Many of the chords have 

added notes, which add dissonance and blur the tonality. No key signature is used, but 

accidentals abound. The harmonies are shown below in Example 1.6. The sevenths are 

again used as color, like in the other parts of this film segment. This part serves as a 

transition to the next film segment, Aurora U. 
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Example 1.6 
[9] - 5 to [9] + 2 

Vifamihoae 
I" ' f  f  ¥ m  

I 

l,bj 

Vib. i 
p 

i> # 

The harmonies are characterized by a lack of function and resolution, as well as 

by a stepwise motion in the bass line. The harmonic materials in this part can best be 

described as neighbor-note motion. The voice leading in Example 1.6 shows that much 

of the motion between chords is by neighbor tone, and the roots of the chords are all 

different. 

Aurora II: 

The film segment Aurora II is used in the first movement fi-om [9] + 3 until [12] + 

7. This film segment has three parts, and this is its only appearance in the symphony. 

Table 1.4 shows the parts of Aurora II 

Table 1.4 

Part of Film Seement Use in Symphony 
Part I f91+3torill  + 2 
Part II riii+3ton2i 
Part III ri2i + itori2i+7 



Part I: 

The melody is in the upper woodwinds and first trumpet in the first part of this 

film segment, and the accompaniment is primarily contrapuntal in contrast to earlier film 

segments. The melody is played in the upper woodwinds untU [10] + 2, and then the 

strings take over the melody for the remainder of the part. The strings lead to a climax 

where the second part of this film segment begins. 

The harmonies in this part are a product of the counterpoint rather than of vertical 

harmonies. There is a large amount of chromaticism in the melody, which does not fit 

into any one scale. When the glockenspiel, celeste, harp, and piano enter [11] - 3, the 

scale that is used is: BCDEFG#A#B. The chords that comprise the harmonies omit the 

notes Eh and G, the two keys from Part I of Heroism. These are the only two notes not 

used in the harmony. By doing this, RVW keeps harmonic unity in the movement. 

Part II: 

The second part of Aurora II is used [11] + 3 through [12]. There is a sudden 

tempo change, and the winds and strings, which played the melodic material in the first 

part, now play accompaniment material, and the horns play the melodic line. The horn 

melody in Aurora II is shown in comparison vdth the horn melody in Aurora in Example 

1.7, both from the symphony, and it can be seen that the intervals in the melodies are 

similar. After the tnmipets enter [12] - 6, the trombones follow one measure later, and 

another measure after that, the horns enter in this canonic section. The whole orchestra 

has a dynamic marking of subito pianissimo molto cresc. on the downbeat of [12] - 2. 

This crescendo climaxes on beat three in [12], the end of the second part. 
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Example 1.7 

Horns 
[ l l ]  +  4  

Horns 
Staitof 

Movement II 

I''* F 
j i i j -  i i  j  

The first scale used in this part is found in the harp glissando: GAbBbCDEF#G. 

This scale is a transposition, except for the fifth scale degree, of the B scale in Part II of 

this film segment. The scale then changes at [12] - 4 to; GABDEFG in the piano and 

strings, with G# in the lower orchestral voices. The alternation of scales is an example of 

harmonic shading because both of the scales are G based, but the scale quality changes 

through the use of raising and lowering scale degrees. 

Part III: 

The third part, only 7 measures and 1 beat long, begins with a double bar line and 

key signature change. The only instruments playing this section are the flutes and 

piccolo, clarinets, and violins. The woodwinds play in fourths through the first four 

measures of the part, and the violins play minor seconds throughout the entire part. 

Example 1.8 shows the flute parts from the full score. The ascending passages use all 

twelve chromatic pitches, so the harmonic content is imclear in this part. 

Only Eleven Miles: 

Only Eleven Miles follows Aurora //and lasts only eight measures. The ominous 

sounds of the chimes (or "deep bells" as RVW indicates in the score), timpani, and bass 

drum, and the use of an open fifth on Bb alternating with a B°7/Ab, interrupted by a 
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Flute 1 

Flute 2 

* P 

f  

Example 1.8 
[12] + 1 to [12] + 7 

9" 
k 

m  

* 

respelled E Fr® (Ab instead of G#) in the orchestra is the first aural indicator of death and 

failure in the symphony. This is shown in Example 1.9. 

Death is indicated by the interruption by the E Fr® and the stress given to that 

chord; it is emphasized with the timpani and bass drum. This is also an example of an 

absolute progression, because the two chords alternate back and forth. This film segment 

returns multiple times in the symphony, and every time it does, the exact same absolute 

progression is sounded, and the same action is represented each time the absolute 

progression is played. While Titles - Prologue implies an arctic wasteland, it does not 

directly imply that Captain Scott and his men will not return alive. Only Eleven Miles 

makes that implication through the use of the E Fr^, and grows in intensity with each 

sounding of the chimes in this movement. 

This is also one of the few film segments that makes an appearance in multiple 

movements. Only Eleven Miles is heard in the first, fourth, and fifth movements, but it 

never actually appears in the fibn. When the film segment returns in other movements, it 

is only six and five bars long, respectively. This film segment represents death every 

time it appears in the symphony. 
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Example 1.9 
[12]+ 8 to [12]+ 12 

Horn in F 
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Titles - Prologue: 

Immediately following Only Eleven Miles, the second part of Titles - Prologue 

returns. It begins [13] - 6 with the return of the soprano-soloist. The notes in the soprano 

part are similar, but not an exact replication of the original, and Example 1.10 shows a 

comparison of the soprano lines. No new harmonies are present in this partial restatement 

of the fihn segment. The film segment also begins the "rounding" of the Bogen form 

discussed earlier. 

"Scott on the Glacier": 

The final film segment used in the first movement was given the title "Scott on 

the Glacier" by Michael Kennedy.^ RVW did not compose a film segment with this title 

Example 1.10 
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and the music comes from two separate sources. This combination of film segments 

occurs only in the symphony, not in the manuscript. The trumpet call at the beginning of 

the film segment comes from End Titles, and the remainder of the material is either a 

variation on Titles - Heroism or comes from End Titles. 

Example 1 11 
[14]-13 to [14]-9 

After the initial trumpet call, shown in Example 1.11, the low woodwinds and 

strings enter with a variation of the Heroism music, and this continues until [IS]. As the 

texture thickens, the trumpet call reappears [14] - 3 in the clarinets, horns, and viola. 

From this reappearance through [IS], both segments are used simultaneously. At [IS], 

Part ni of Heroism is used, and at [16], the music is almost exclusively from End Titles. 

End Titles music is shown in Example 1.12. 

The first harmony in this film segment is a C#m/G# chord [14] - 8. After that, 

vertical harmonies are a resuh of the linear motion until [1S] - 1, where the harmonies 

are F#, A, and F# (F#/C# on the last 16^ note). At [15], the 0 major triad first used in 

Fart ni of Heroism is sounded. Fait III of Heroism is found from [IS] to [16] - 1. The 

same absolute progression is present, but some alteration is done, in the lower voices, in 

order to keep moving forward to the conclusion of the film segment. 

From [16] to the conclusion of the movement, the harmonies are functional in G 

major. However, in the final cadence in the movement, the chords are A/E, and G. There 

' Kennedy, p. 184. 
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is a third relation in the bass at the cadence. The third relation has been important 

throughout this movement, as seen in Parts I (Ebm G) and II (Ebm -> Cb) of Heroism, 

and RVW uses it as his last musical statement in the movement; this brings closure, both 

through the cadence and through a unity of fikn segments. 

Conclusion: 

The Bogen form, as outlined in the beginning of the chapter, is clearly stated in 

this movement, represented as; ABCDB'A'. The movement, "Prelude," serves as an 

introduction to the symphony, introducing the moods of wonder and awe of the South 

Pole, and the fear and courage of the explorers. The main programmatic concepts that 

RVW wants to express through the symphony, which are fear, death, and courage, are all 

introduced in this first movement. 
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CHAPTER 2; MOVEMENT U 

There go the ships 
and there is that Leviathan 

whom thou hast made to take his pastime therein. 

Psalm 104 

The table below gives the outline for movement II entitled "Scherzo." 

Table 2.1 

Use in symphony, mvt. II Film SeKment Title 
Beginning to [11 Aurora (A) 

ni to [31-2 Terra Nova (B) 
[31-2to[41 + 3 Ice Floes (C) 
[41 + 3to[61-3 Terra Nova Variation (B') 
[61-3 to [101+ 1 Penguins (D) 

[10] + 1 to end of the mvt. Terra Nova (B") 

According to the New Harvard Dictionary of Music, "most scherzos are in 

rounded binary form. As in the minuet, there is a contrasting trio, after which the scherzo 

is restated."' This means that the scherzo itself is in rounded binary form, and does not 

include the trio in this rounded binary. Michael Kennedy, author of A Catalogue of the 

Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, characterizes the movement as a scherzo form, with 

the first four film segments forming the A section, the Penguins film segment forming 

the B section, and the return of Terra Nova forming a partial return of the A sectioa 

Kennedy writes, "The next section [after the scherzo] would, I suppose, be called by the 

ofiQcial analyst the 'trio.' Its tune was used in the film to suggest penguins."^ 

' The New Harvard Dictionarv of Music. s.v. "Scherzo." 
• Kennedy, p. 212. 
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It is difficult to describe this six-section movement as a standard scherzo. The A 

section, or scherzo, as assigned by Kennedy, is comprised of the first four film segments, 

that is, three different film segments plus one variation on Terra Nova. There is a second 

varied return of Terra Nova, a portion of what Kennedy called the rounded part of the 

scherzo. Kennedy's A section seems to combine too many elements. 

It may be useful to view this formal structure in light of the Renaissance form 

rondeau, where a refi^in consistently returns after contrasting material. The rondeau can 

be described as: ABACADA..., etc. The form of this movement is similar: ABCB'DB". 

The return of the Terra Nova film segment after each new film segment establishes this 

movement as a derivation of rondeau form. 

Aurora: 

Aurora can be divided into three parts as seen in Table 2.2 below. 

Table 2.2 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti Beginning to first double bar 
Part II First double bar to [1] - 3 
Part III [ll-3to[l] 

Aurora is used as the soundtrack to the film segment showing the southern lights 

(the aurora australis) that occtir in Antarctica. The scene from the movie is based on a 

sketch made by Dr. Edward Wilson, one of Scott's crew with whom he died. 
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Part I: 

The first part is found in the first eight measures of the movement. These bars 

serve as an introduction, not only to the motive, but to the entire movement, as seen in 

Example 2.1. The motive in the first horn uses two pitches that fit into Bb major, F and 

D. 

Example 2.1 
First four measures 

Horn in F 1.2 

Horn in F 3.4 

However, the harmonies in this part do not function within Bb major. There are only 

three harmonies ui the first part: Gbmaj? #5, Gm add4, and Gbmaj 11 OMIT9 #S. These 

harmonies imply a key of Gb major. There is a link between the two keys of Bb and Gb, 

which is a third relation. In both of the Gb chords, the triad is augmented, raising Db to 

D. D is the third of the Bb triad, and is the note that connects the motive in the horns and 

the harmonies. 

The harmonic materials in this film segment can best be described with both 

harmonic shading and neighbor-note motion. Harmonic shading describes the movement 

between the two harmonies with Gb as the root because of the different chord qualities, 

and neighbor-note motion explains the movement between the Gbmaj? #5 and Gm add4 

chords because the roots are not the same and because the movement between the non-

common tones is by neighbor note. 
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Part 11: 

There is a key change at the double bar from 2 flats to 2 sharps and the second 

part of this film segment begins. The first two notes in the horns, as well as the key 

signature, indicate D major. Example 2.2 shows the horn mek)dy from Part Q. 

The harmonies are similar in both Part I and Part II, though not exact transpositions. The 

intervallic content of the harmonies is a M3 higher than the harmonies in Part I. The 

Example 2.2 
[1]-10 to [I]-7 

HomhiF I & 2 

Horn in F 3 & 4 

harmonies in this part are Dmaj7/C#, Bm add4, and Bbmajl 1 OMIT9 #5. The only 

difference in sonority between the two parts is the first chord in each part: Gbmaj? #5 as 

opposed to Dmaj7. The horns and the remainder of the brass now play the complete 

motive, which is heard between the repeats before [1] in the complete symphonic score. 

The harmonies in this part can be explained through the use of neighbor-note 

motion. The movement between harmonies in the bass is by neighbor tones, and the 

roots of the chords are all different. 

Part III: 

The third part of Aurora consists of only three measures and is a transition into 

the next film segment. Terra Nova. The woodwinds play sixteenth note passages and 

gradually shift into eighth note passages that introduce the Terra Nova motive. The two 
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harmonies are Bm add4 and Dmaj7/C#. Again, neighbor-note motion is used because the 

harmonies do not share the same root, the root movement is by neighbor tone, and the 

tones in the harmonies change by stepwise movement. 

Terra Nova: 

The second film segment used in Movement II is Terra Nova, Latin for "New 

Land," and the name of the ship that brought Scott and his fellow explorers to Antarctica. 

In the symphony, the fiUn segment begins with an anacrusis to one measure after [1], 

where the key signature, time signature, and tempo all change. The moving 16^ notes in 

the strings is the rhythmic motive from the manuscript. This is shown in Example 2.3. 

Example 2.3 
[l]to[l] + 2 

Violin 1 I 
The melodic motive is heard in the eighth notes in the winds and brass and is shown in 

Example 2.4. 

Example 2.4 
[l]to[l] + 5 

Clarinet in Bb 

The only relationship between the two motives is that they both fit into the key of Bb 

major. The melodic motive is diatonic in the key of Bb, and the rhythmic motive can 

loosely fit into Bb with some chromatic alterations. The key signature is that of Bb 

major, but the tonality does not change when the chromatic pitches are added. [2] + 2, 
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the strings and winds reverse roles and this continues until the time signature change 

[2] + 8. The harmonic content throughout this segment is found in the harp or the brass. 

There are two di£ferent scales being used in this section. The first begins with the 

new film segment and is used for four measures. That scale is; FGbAbBbCDEF. It is a 

scale comprised of a phrygian pentachord and a major tetrachord. The same scale 

construct was seen in Part II of Aurora II in the first movement. The second scale is used 

from [2] - 6 until the 3/4 time signature change at [3] - 6. That scale is: 

GABC#DEbEFG. This scale is similar to the previous one in that is contains a phrygian 

pentachord and a major tetrachord. The difference is that the phrygian pentachord is in 

the final five notes, as opposed to the first five notes, as is more common. The two scales 

can be analyzed using neighbor-note motion. The tonics between the two scales are a 

whole step apart, and there is no alternation between the two scales. Kurth does not 

discuss neighbor-note motion with regard to scale passages, but the extension of his 

analytical techniques to movement between scales can be used as a logical extension of 

his theory. 

RVW gives a preview of the Penguins film segment at the end of Terra Nova. 

The meter changes just before the solo clarinet begins to play the passage, and the strings 

hold a unison Bb for the first two measures of the clarinet line. That chord ends, and the 

clarinet is unaccompanied for the last measure. 

Ice Floes: 

The next film segment used in this movement is Ice Floes. In the symphony. Ice 

Floes is preceded by a double bar line and a key signature change from two flats to one 
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sharp two measures before [3]. This film segment can be separated into three parts as 

shown in the table below, wliich are clearly defined with the use of repeat signs and 

double bar lines. 

Table 2.3 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Part I [3]-2 to [3]+3 
Part II [3] + 4to[4]-3 
Part III [4]-2to[4] + 3 

Part I: 

The motive of this part is heard in the brass and lower strings between the repeat 

signs. The accompaniment is introduced simultaneously with the motive, and the 

woodwinds and violins continue this accompaniment to the end of part one. This motive 

is shown in Example 2.5. The key signature shows one sharp, but the tonality is 

ambiguous because of the series of half steps in the motive. 

Example 2.S 
[31 to [3]+ 3 

Tenor Tfombone I 

TeDorTraoibaae 2 

DoiMeBass 

m 

i  nJ J ' iJ J 

I I n I I u 
The celeste plays three different scales in this part: B phrygian, C melodic minor, 

and Db melodic minor with a #4. Neighbor-note motion explains the scalar content 

because the tonics of each scale are approached by a neighbor tone, and because the 

tonics of each scale are different. At [3], the brass and strings have an unusual chord 
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progression. All of the chords are in second inversion, and the progression is: C, Bm, 

Dm, Dbm, Eb+, Dm, Dbm, C, Bra. Each of the chords that have roots a half step apart 

can be paired together, revealing a progression that is palindromic around the augmented 

triad, and seen in the previous example, 2.5. 

Part II: 

Part two of Ice Floes is enclosed by repeat signs. This is a section that RVW calls 

"Whales" in the original manuscripts.^ This "Whales" motive lies in the clarinets, 

English horn, bassoons, tuba, and cello in this part. In the manuscript, the "Whales" 

motive was played only by the English horn, and some of the rhythms differ slightly from 

the symphony. In the symphony, instnmients perform the "Whales" motive in octaves. 

Example 2.6 shows the English horn part from the symphony as compared to the English 

horn part in the manuscript. 

Example 2.6 
Symphony; [3] + 4 to [3] + 8 

Symphony 

Manuscript 

P p r -u I 

' Additional Manuscript S2289A, p. 34. 
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The harmonies in this part are nonfimctional and serve as background music for the aural 

description of the whales. This is achieved by having the motive in the low instruments 

of the orchestra, as well as having a thick texture. 

Three chords are found in this part: a modified C Quartal (F# instead of F), Cm, 

and Dbm. They form an absolute progression which repeats throughout this part, which 

is shown in Example 2.7. 

Example 2.7 

Part III: 

The third part of this film segment begins inmiediately following the repeat sign. 

One of the two important musical ideas in this part comes from the 32^ notes in the 

flutes and xylophone in the first four measures of the part. These scalar passages serve to 

push the music forward and move into the next film segment used in the symphony. 

The other remaining important musical idea is contained in the last two measures 

of this part and is heard in the contrabassoon, trombones, and tuba. It is a series of 

descending half steps with the first note of each descent raised a P4 from the previous 

one, shown in Example 2.8. 

Example 2.8 
[4]+2to[4] + 3 

^ontnlaBoon -1 J " l.ji Ij J 
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Instruments playing tremolo indicated in the score use the quickly moving notes as a 

springboard to propel into the fourth measure before [5] and a new fihn segment. 

In this part, at [4], the same modified C quartal chord from Part II alternates every 

beat with a Cm/B chord. The main scale used in this part is a C melodic minor scale. 

The F# in the harmony is in the key signature. 

Terra Nova Variation: 

This film segment is a derivative of the original Terra Nova film segment, as 

indicated by the title which I have assigned. It begins four measiu-es before [5], and used 

for seven measures. This film segment is a variation on Terra Nova, and elements from 

Aurora are used in the first three measures of the film segment. 

There is little harmonic structure in this film segment as it is mostly the Terra 

Nova melody with 16^ notes as the accompaniment. It does share the same key signature 

as the original Terra Nova, so the key of the fihn segment is Bb major. However, in the 

first two measures, the Aurora film segment is used, and the harmonies in the measures 

are: Gb+, Bb9, and GlH-11 0MN9. These chords are very similar to the chords used in 

the original Aurora fihn segment, which were Gbmaj? #5, Gm add4, and GlM-11 omit9. 

Example 2.9 demonstrates how RVW combines elements from the Terra Nova and 

Aurora film segments in the symphony. 

Penguins (Penguin Dance): 

At 56 measures, this film segment is the longest in this movement. There are two 

figures that are central to this film segment. The first is represented in Example 2.10a, on 

the next page and is the dotted eighth and sixteenth rhythm usually heard in the brass. 
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Example 2.9 
[5]-4 to [5]-1 

Oboe I 

Oboe 2 

Ham in F t 

Ham in F 2 

Ob. I 

Ob. 2 

Hn. I 

Hn.2 

» •  r r r ^ r r r f c s f e ^  

f V r r . L  n  'i—^3^ 

f[ J • > .J 

[ i r r r ^ r J ^ *  

J h J \\ =\ ^—JM '—3 <•— 

y ** ^ j i I 
A >—!— — 

'• 4 • 4 

rrVrfii 'Jm rrrrpf  

^ r r r r ' r r ' ^  

r r r ^ r r r f f l  

• # M r r 1 

m 
£ 

primarily trumpet and trombone. This will be referred to as "Motive A." The second is 

shown in Example 2.10b, and is a triplet eighth note figure. This is "Motive B." The 

Table 2.4 shows how and where the two motives are used in this movement. The 

symphonic section using the film segment begins with a statement of Motive A in the 

clarinet and bassoon. Immediately following Motive A, Motive B enters, played by the 

entire orchestra except for the brass. The triangle has a hemiola rhythm against the triple 

meter, and plays on the rest at the beginning of every other set of triplets. The strings 

playing Motive B perform canonically with the woodwinds, displaced by a quarter note. 

The trunqiet and trombone enter with Motive A in the anacrusis to [7]. The orchestra has 

triplet eighth notes while the longer notes in the melody are played by the trombones in 
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Trumpet in Bb 

Tenor Tranbooe 

BbTpl. 

T.Tbn. 

Example 2.10b 
Motive B 

Table 2.4 

Use in Film Segment Motive 
[6]-3 to [6]-1 Motive A(l) 

[6] to [7]-3 Motive B(l) 
[7]-2 to [8]-1 Motive A(2) 
[8] to [8] + 11 Motive B(2) 

[9]-12 to [9]-8 Motive A(3) 
[9]-7 to [9]-1 Motive B(3) 
[9] to [10] + 1 Motive A(4) 

Motive A(2). After the brass finish with this statement of Motive A(2), Motive 8(2) 

returns. It does not begin with the descending triplets as in the first appearance, but 

instead, the triplets ascend to the same melodic point where Motive B(l) began, and grow 

Example 2.10a 
Motive A 

^t/i 

rWi= 

[fi p.Yr-fl rl 
^ U [J '•^i 
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in intensity. The return of the descending section is [8] + 6. The winds have the 

descending line and again, the strings are displaced by a quarter note. 

Motive A(3) starts again at [9] - 12 with an anacrusis in the low woodwinds, 

horns and low brass, and low strings. The dynamic here is fortissimo for the first time in 

this film segment. The accompanying triplets are still present, but since this the most 

intense section of the film segment, other musical materials have been added as well. All 

the instruments that are not playing Motive A have eighth notes on the offbeats in the 

measures where eighth note triplets are not played. Motive A(3) also uses the rhythmic 

motive of Motive B in some measures. Example 2.11 shows the combination of motives. 

Tnini|iel in Bb I 

Trumpet in Bb 2 

Tenor Trombone I 

Tenor Trombone 2 

Motive B(3) begins [9] - 7. As in its previous appearances, the triangle is present 

as is the quarter note displacement in the winds and strings. Motive A(4) begins with the 

anacrusis to [9], and is heard in the trumpet and trombone. A countermelody to Motive A 

is introduced in the woodwinds in the first three measures of Motive A(4). The piccolo, 

clarinet, and bass clarinet all have this countermelody in octaves, which is an 

augmentation of Motive B. The countermelody rhythm is now in quarter notes instead of 

Example 2.11 
[9]-12 to [9]-10 

P ^ ^ r 1 

i % » p  f  f f f  • • •  

ri r 1 "'1 > r 

r~ ^ — 

r- t r-
r u 

J 

1 ^ r =4 

——ii^-) 
11"^^ ^ J- ^ Jl ^ -w J ^ 
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the triplet eighth notes in Motive B. Motive A is stated one final time in the bassoon and 

contrabassoon in the three measures leading up to [10]. 

Only Motive A can be analyzed harmonically because Motive B is canonic and 

has little harmonic structure. The chords that are used in every Motive A section move 

from the greatest pitch content to the smallest pitch content as the melodic line descends. 

There are five different pitch collections that comprise the harmonies in Motive A and 

those wUl be listed in order of appearance. 

1) Bb, C, D, E, F, Gb 

2) Bb,D,E,Gb 

3) C,D,E,Gb 

4) Gb,Ab,Bb,C 

5) Bb,C,D 

Example 2.12 

Harp 

Example 2.12 shows how the chords are placed on the staff. These chords are not 

recognized tertian harmonies, and therefore have no standard fimction, but still provide 

the harmonic backbone for Motive A. 

l| &» "H5-
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Terra Nova: 

Terra Nova returns one bar alter [10] to complete the movement. The violins 

have the melodic material while the clarinet has the 32*^^ note passages. A double bar line 

and key change take place three bars later; the key modulates from Bb major to Db 

major. The meter remains unchanged, but the melody line has triplet eighth notes. At 

[11], there is another double bar line and key change; the key signature changes from 6 

flats to 2 flats. From here until the end of the movement, there are only three chords; 

Gbmaj? #5, Gm, and Gbm#7, which are similar to the opening film segment, Aurora. 

These sevenths are again used for "color," and do not resolve contrapuntally. Harmonic 

shading and neighbor-note motion are the compositional devices employed by RVW in 

this segment. He changes the two qualities of the Gb chords, and moves by neighbor 

tone from the Gbmaj? #S to the Gm triad. 

This ending material, from [11] to the end of the movement, is only found in the 

full autograph film score for "Scott of the Antarctic,''^ not in any of the manuscripts of 

the film score music. Additionally this is the only place in the three Terra Nova sections 

where this ending music is heard. 

Conclusion: 

This movement is more lighthearted than the first movement, which contains 

larger climaxes and more intensity. In this movement, the rare climaxes, are short. Many 

of the harmonies are more for color than for function. This is due to the fact that the 

* Additional Manuscript S9537. 
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harmonies are more resulting dissonant simultaneities of contrapuntal lines, rather than 

functional harmony. Within this movement's compositional style, harmonies are 

secondary to simuhaneous melodies and motivic ideas. 
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CHAPTER 3; MOVEMENT ID 

Ye ice falls! Ye that from the mountain's brow 
Adown enormous ravines slope amain -

Torrents, methinks, that heard a mighty voice, 
And stopped at once amid their maddest plunge! 

Motionless torrents! Silent cataracts! 

Coleridge: Hymn Before Sunrise, in the Vale of Chamouni 

Movement HI, "Landscape," contains many of the film segments with titles 

concerning natural land phenomena. The table below shows the formal layout of the 

movement. 

Table 3.1 

Use in Symphony, mvt. Ill Film Segment Title 
Beginning to [1] +4 Ice Wash (Ross Island) (A) 

[l]+5to[3]-l Distant Glacier (B) 
[3] to [4]-9 Iceberg (C) 

[4]-8 to [6]-1 Climbing the Glacier (D) 
[6] to [81 + 2 1® View of Glacier (E) 

[8]+ 3 to [11] Climbing the Glacier (D') 
[11] + 1 to end of mvt. Ice Wash (Ross Island) (A') 

The movement is comprised of a series of film segments that aurally describe the 

landscape of the South Pole. When letters are attached to each film segment, the form 

can be described as; ABCDED'A'. Although this movement is not in a recognized form, 

its form can be best described as a Bogen form where the returns of the B and C segments 

are absent. 
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Ice Wash (Ross Island): 

The third movement begins with the fikn segment entitled Ice Wash. An ice wash 

is the area at the edge of an ice shelf where chunks of ice float in the water. Ross Island 

is a volcanic islet that Captain Scott discovered on his Grst trip to the Antarctic in 1904. 

This is also the point from which Captain Scott and his men departed on November 1, 

1911 for the South Pole. The scoring in this part of the symphony, like in the fihn score, 

is sparse, involving only flutes, horns, harp, and percussion for nearly the fiill duration of 

the 21 measure film segment. 

The dissonance in the flutes and the unusual melody line in the horns give the 

music gives a sense of mystery and uncertainty. The horn melody line with flute 

accompaniment is shown in Example 3.1. 

Exam 
mm. 

pie 3.1 
1-10 

7 ' r r 7 

r 

^ • •< 

•Tk, . 

p— 

7 ' r 

1 

Jr tn*^ n i t  j  iHi 

1 T 1 f \ —M-

"g 1 1 ' r pi 

There is not a strong harmonic background in this film segment; counterpoint 

holds the musical fabric together. All twelve pitch classes are used in the horn melody. 
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but all other accompanimental instruments use only ten pitches. The unused pitches are 

B and D#, which figure prominently in the following fihn segment. The main chord in 

the next film segment is B major. 

Distant Glacier: 

The next fihn segment used in this movement is Distant Glacier. This film 

segment can be broken into three parts as shown in the table below. 

Table 3.2 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti [I]-5 to [2] + 1 
Part II [2]+2 to [2]+ 5 
Part III [2]+6 to [3]- 1 

Part I: 

In the first part, melodic eighth and quarter notes are played in the flutes, 

clarinets, glockenspiel, and piano, while harmonic descending quarter and half notes are 

played in the trombones and tuba. The harmony consists of two chords whose roots are a 

minor third apart and alternate every measure; these are G#°9 and B/F#. This harmonic 

content can best be classified as an absolute progression due to the alternation of the two 

chords. Example 3.2 shows the hamrony and voice leading between the two chords. 

Part II: 

The second part of this film segment is used from [2] to [2] + S and is also 

characterized by the alternation of two chords. This time, the two chords are Em and 

C#/E#, both with added sixths, and the relationship between the roots is again an interval 

of a minor third. In contrast to the first part of the film segment, the root progression is a 
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Example 3.2 
[1] +5 to [I]+ 6 

Flutt I 

FluCc2 

Han> ' 

F r f r «r->rr 

I 

descending third instead of an ascending third. The harmonic content, as in Part I, can be 

analyzed as an absolute progression. Example 3.3 shows the voice leading between Em 

and C#/E#. 

Example 3.3 
[21to[2] + l 

-• -

Violin 11 

VioUal2 

Double Bes 

The woodwinds and strings have switched the roles that they played in Part I. 

This time the strings play the melody while the woodwinds play harmony. 

Part III: 

Part III does not exist as part of the film segment in the manuscript. It only exists 

in the symphony as a combination of Parts I and 11, and is one of the few areas of 

di£ference between the manuscript and the symphony. The third part of this film segment 

i 
i 
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used in the symphony is from [2] + 6 to [3] - 1. The chords used here are shown in the 

table below. 

Table 3.3 

Measure 38 ([2]+ 6) 39 40 41 42 43 

Chord G#°9 B/F# Em C#/E# G#°9 B/F# 

This part uses the chords from the alternating pairs in the first and second parts. 

Grouping the measures in pairs suggests that the third part is the combination of the first 

two parts. When two bars are paired together, the chords from the first part alternate with 

the chords from the second part. Example 3.4 shows the combination of harmonies. 

Example 3.4 
[2] + 6to[3]-l 

Oboel 

Oboe2 

tXxibleBss 

Ob. I 

1,1 I>f If p 1* 

i ' l l , .  r r T r  

r---'U r"r r 1 
r ^ # 

m ' 

r r r # r 

p r p p gj 
" JLL- ^itJ LLLPI 

i 1 n 

LLLT' 

Ob. 2 

The absolute progressions from Parts I and 11 are present, and on a larger scale, the chord 

pairs from each of the earlier parts alternate. 
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Iceberg: 

Iceberg is the next film segment to be used in the symphony, and can be separated 

into two parts as seen in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti [3] to [3] + 6 
Part II [3] + 7 to [3] + 12 

Part I: 

The motive, shown in Example 3.5, is played in the low winds, low brass, and low 

strings, and is a descending line. 

Example 3.S 
[3] to [3]+ 5 

j  i H  i i °  i r  j  !t°' Tr H i 

The harmonic content is based on the two scalar passages in the harp. The first of these 

is: GABCDEbFG, which is a G natural minor scale with #3. The second scale is: 

AbBCDEF#GAb, which is not a recognized mode or variation on a recognized mode. 

The beginning note of the each scale is determined by the beginning point of each harp 

glissando. The harmonic content in this part can be analyzed using the theory of 

neighbor-note motion between the two scales because the tonics in the two scales are a 

m2 apart. 
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Part II: 

Every instrument used in this part of the film segment plays the motive at some 

point. The entrances are canonic, beginning in the second half of every measure. The 

usage of Iceberg in the symphony deviates significantly from the manuscript, which will 

be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 

Climbing the Glacier; 

This is the first of two appearances in this film segment in the movement. In this 

use. Climbing the Glacier is used from [4] - 8 to [6] - 1, and contains two parts seen in 

Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti [4]-9to[4]-l 
Part n [41to[5]-l 

Repeat of Part 1 [5] to [5] + 6 

Repeat of Part II [5] + 7 to [6] - 1 

Parti: 

In the second measure of this part, it appears that the motive, seen in Example 3.6, 

is being harmonized in intervals of perfect 5^s, however this is not the case. 

Example 3.6 
[4] - 10 to [4] - 1 

B jtJ Ip '1']' jj |il p i't ftJ iJ |tJ ,]|,j 

The motive is actually presented in canon, an effect that was used in the previous film 

segment. Iceberg. The brass are playing in canon with the rest of the orchestra at the 
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interval of a perfect octave and at the distance of four half notes. This happens twice in 

this part, and each time it occurs at the begiiming of the statement of the motive. The 

harmonies in this part are a result of canonic writing, but the harmonic content is based 

on D Phrygian with the fifth scale degree freely changing between A and Ab. 

Part II: 

The second part of this film segment begins at [4], and contains a series of major 

triads, which will be called the "Glacier Progression." The Glacier Progression in Part II 

is used from [4] to [5] - 43. In this statement, the Glacier Progression is in the clarinets, 

bassoons, and horns. The accompaniment contains a continuous glissando in the harp, a 

tremolo figure in the piano, and timpani and bass drum rolls. Example 3.7 shows the 

Glacier Progression in a piano reduction from the symphonic score. The first chord in 

Example 3.7 is a Db major chord; the last chord of the Glacier Progression is a G major 

chord. A tritone relationship is seen in Part II of this fihn segment. After the Glacier 

Progression, a Gb major chord is followed by three minor triads, which are Am, Abm, 

and Gbm. RVW uses these chords to return to the first pan of this fihn segment that 

begins at [5]. 

Repeat of Part I: 

The return of Part I is varied from the earlier occurrence in this movement. The 

woodwinds, piano, organ, and strings are all in octaves, while the brass, without the 

horns, are in canon with those instruments at the octave and at a distance of four half 

notes. The homs have a countermelody, which is new material from the first use. The 
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Example 3.7 
[4] to [5]-4 

Piaao ' III* 

Pna < 

tritone is featiired in the hom countermelody, showing the importance of the tritone 

throughout the entire film segment, and seen in Example 3.8. 

Example 3.8 
[5]to[5]-M 

Horn in F 1 

Horn in F 2 

I lid i 

m 

This repeat begins on beat 2 of the measure, while the original begins on the 

downbeat of the measure. This repeat of Part I is also two measures shorter than the 

original. 

Repeat of Part 11: 

Part n of Climbing the Glacier returns at [6] - 8 although this time, the Glacier 

Progression is only in the trumpets and tuba rather than the woodwinds and horns, as seen 

in the first appearance. Here, the roots of the chords are raised an interval of a major 

second fi'om the first use, while the bass is lowered a minor third, beginning on an Eb/Bb 

major chord instead of a Db chord. The first five chords of the Glacier Progression are 
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repeated at [6] - 4, beginning with the Eb/Bb chord, before moving into the next fihn 

segment used in the symphony. 

1® View of Glacier: 

This particular film segment, I- View of Glacier, was present in the manuscript, 

but not used in the movie. The title implies actions or views that would have occurred in 

the film. 

Table 3.6 

Part of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Parti [61to[7]-l 

Repeat of Part I [7] to [8] + 2 

The primary motive is used twice in this statement of the film segment. Example 3.9 

shows the motive in the cello. 

Example 3.9 
[6] + 1 to [7] - 1 

m 
7 

£•1 H 1 - ^ 1 
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Part I: 

In the first part, the motive is texturally deep in the score, played in the violas and 

cellos. There is a countermelody line in the English horn and violin II, and three 

measures later in the clarinets and bassoons. 
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Repeat of Part I: 

The second use of the motive is scored more heavily than the first. The full 

orchestra is used and more instruments are used to thicken the harmonic texture. The last 

three measures of the film segment serve as a transition into Climbing the Glacier 

through an enormous crescendo. In addition to scoring differences, additional material is 

added in the last three beats of [8] - 3. This new material is not found in the manuscript. 

It appears that RVW is again using a modified phrygian scale, this time with a 

tonic note of C# with an E# instead of an E, the third scale degree. 

Climbing the Glacier: 

This fibn segment returns as part of the movement's modified Bogen form. 

Table 3.7 

Part of Film Segment Use in Sympiiony 
Parti [8] + 3 to [9] - 1 
Part II [9] to [11] 

Parti: 

Again, the canon occurs at the octave and at a distance of four half notes. Like 

the first time this film segment was used, the canon happens twice. The full orchestra is 

playing at a dynamic level offortissimo. The tritone leaps are still present, and there is 

one additional harmonic tritone in this passage. At [9] -1, the orchestra moves in 

descending half steps. The harmonic tritone is formed with the instruments that were 

playing in canon with the rest of the orchestra. Example 3.10 shows the measure before 

[9] with the parallel diminished fifths. 
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Violin 

Cello 

Example 3.10 
[9]-l 

\,r> : 

f 
p 

Part II: 

Instead of a small group of instruments playing the Glacier Progression, it is 

played by a solo organ with a dynamic marking offortississimo ijff). The chords in the 

Glacier Progression are the same as the first time it was used. The final E major triad 

occurs on beat two of [10]. After this chord, the whole orchestra plays a pedal B in 

octaves while the organ plays a new series of chords, which are Gb - Am - Gb - Am -

Abm - Gbm - Abm - Gbm - Cb - F. In the final two chords, Cb major and F major, 

once again tritone root movement occurs. The voice leading in the first two measures of 

the organ part is shown in Example 3.11. 

Oigin < 

Example 3.11 
[9] to [9] + 1 

m 

Jij?j 

After the organ finishes [11] - 6, the ftill orchestra is reduced to a dynamic of 

piano and the modified Glacier Progression, first seen in the Repeat of Part Q is repeated. 

The progression is played twice, and the second time, the progression is no longer in 

second inversion. The first time, beginning at [11] - 4, it is at a dynamic level of piano 
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and is as follows: Eb/Bb - Db/Ab -Eb/Bb -Cb/Gb - F/C. The second time, beginning at 

[Hl-U it is at a dynamic level of pianissimo: Eb - Db - Eb -Cb - Eb. The tritone leap 

in the modified Glacier Progression is altered and turned into a leap of a major third. 

This is done to draw attention to the fact that the tritone is not used where it is expected. 

This measure also marks the beginning of a new film segment. 

Ice Wash (Ross Island): 

This fihn segment, like Climbing, is also used twice in this movement, and gives 

the movement closure, completing the modified arch form. The music is similar to the 

opening segment of this movement. The flutes play an octave lower than they did the 

first time the film segment appeared, and the clarinets double them an octave below that. 

Instead of the horns having the motive, the trumpets have it here. The harp has the 

glissando figure, but with a different pitch content, beginning on D#. The suspended 

cymbal is also present, as it was in the beginning. The only additional accompaniment 

material is a pedal B natural in the violins, which is held from [11] until the end of the 

movement. All of these changes are alterations from the manuscript. It is interesting that 

the B and D# are so prominent because they were the only omitted notes fi'om the first 

appearance of the film segment. Now, the B is held in the harmony, and the first note in 

the harp is a D#. In the "rounding" of the movement, the B and D# are brought back to 

complete the use of all twelve tones in the harmony for the segment. 

Conclusion: 

RVW makes his feelings clear about the wasteland that is the South Pole. 

Through the music, the listener can hear how desolate, terrifying, and awe-inspiring the 
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polar region is. The title of the movement, "Landscape," is truly represented through the 

music. The orchestrations, particularly in Ice Wash, are very sparse. The giant glacier is 

represented with its own progression on the organ at a dynamic marking of The 

glacier in the distance and the first view of the glacier sound mysterious. All of these 

representations in the music express RV W's awe of a region of the world he had only 

seen in photos and his imagination. 
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CHAPTER 4: MOVEMENT I\' 

Love, all alike, no season knows, nor clime. 
Nor hours, days, months, which are the rags of time. 

Donne: The Sun Rising 

Movement IV, "Intermezzo", begins with a segue from the end of movement III. 

Its form is similar to that of the first movement. 

Table 4.1 

Use in Symphony, mvt. IV Film Segment Title 

Beginning to [2] + 5 Oriana (A) 

[2]+6 to [6] + 1 Kathleen (B) 

[6]+2 to [7]-1 Only Eleven Miles (C) 

[7] to [8]+ 5 Death of Oates (D) 

[8]+ 5 to [9]-4 Only Eleven Miles (C) 

[9] - 3 to end of mvt. Oriana (A') 

When formal designations are attached to the fibn segments, the form appears as: 

ABCDC'A'. This movement, like the first and third movements, is also an example of an 

incomplete Bogen fona The opening and closing material is drawn from the same film 

segment, giving the movement a sense of rounding. 

Oriana (Romantic Young Woman): 

Oriana Wilson was the wife of Dr. Edmund Wilson, Captain Scott's fellow 

explorer. The title within the parentheses emphasizes the description of the theme 

associated with her. This theme is quite lyrical, first played in the oboe and expresses 
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"romantic young woman" qualities. Concerning this film segment, Frank Howes states, 

"[The Intermezzo] is founded on three themes, of which the first hovering between major 

and minor may stand for a wave of homesickness."' It is assumed, from this statement, 

and from RV W's titling of the film segment, that the "Romantic young woman" qualities, 

such as beauty, youth, and passion are used in this sentimental theme. These qualities are 

represented by the oboe and by the other instruments that play the melodic line, as well as 

by the use of the parallel major and minor modes. This is a stylistic device used 

throughout the Romantic Period. RVW uses the same technique and applies it to Oriana. 

The chords used in the first statement of the theme are B"7/A, Bm7, D"7/C, and 

followed later by DmajT/C#. Harmonic shading and neighbor-note motion can both be 

used to analyze the movement between the chords arpeggiated by the harp. Between the 

chords with roots of B or D, harmonic shading is used because the chord quality changes 

while the root remains die same, while between the Bm7 and XfHC chords, neighbor-

note motion is used because of the root movement, bass movement, and change in chord 

quality. Example 4.1 shows the voice leading involved in those four chords. 

Example 4.1 
mm. 1-4 

M 

Harp ' 

P' 

' Howes, p. 79. 
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At the beginning of this film segment, the accompaniment is sparse, with only 

harp playing block chords and string bass playing pizzicatos. The oboe plays the first 

statement of the theme in the fifth measure, as is shown in Example 4.2. 

Example 4.2 
[l]-12to[l]-6 

1  1  IP r N J R 1—1— IP ,  J1 .  J  11  ' r  r  i r  ^  ^  u  •  ̂  

At [1] - 4, a solo flute joins the oboe in playing the theme, and at [I], they are joined by 

the English hom, clarinets, violins, violas, and cellos. All of the instruments with the 

theme are playing in octaves; there is no countermelody. 

The second statement of the theme begins [1] + 5, and the orchestration continues 

to thicken. The harp plays rapid ascending and descending passages, rather than block 

chords. There is some harmonization of the motive that occurs during this second 

statement in the orchestra. The English horn, flute and clarinet harmonize the theme with 

half-diminished seventh chords and minor triads. This harmonization is similar to the 

original statement of the theme. The film segment ends with solo English hom 

completing the last statement of the theme. 

The oboe plays the theme before the full orchestra does, and at [2] - 4, the oboe 

has not yet completed the statement of the motive when the orchestra begins to play fi-om 

the beginning of the motive. This stretto preparation of the theme continues when the 

English hom begins to play the motive at [2] - 3. The orchestra is still playing the theme 

at that entry. The manuscript appears the same way. 
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The stretto of thematic statements and the lack of conspicuous major triads 

characterize this fihn segment. RVW chooses harmonies that are minor triads, half-

diminished chords, major sevenths, but never a major triad. He does use the major mode 

in the theme, but never harmonizes that theme with a major triad. 

Kattileen (Domestic Wife with a hint of fine [?]): 

This film segment begins with a double bar showing a key change, a meter 

change, and a tempo change. The title in parentheses was written into the film score by 

RVW himself, although the last word is unintelligible; the last two letters appear to be 

"u_p."^ Kathleen Scott was Captain Scott's wife. 

There are two motives in this film segment, which is in three parts, and the table 

shows the parts of this segment, while Examples 4.3a and 4.3b show Motives A and B. 

Table 4.2 

Part of Film Segment Use in Sympiiony 
Part / (Motive A) [2] + 6 to [4] - 1 
Part II (Motive B) [4] to [5] - 1 
Part III (Motive A) [5] to [6] + 1 

Example 4.3a 
[2] + 7to[3]-2 

Violin 

Example 4.3b 
[4]-3 to [4] 

TP f r MP I' Ti 

^ Sketches for "Scott of the Antarctic," Adtl. MS 32289. 
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Part /: 

The first part begins with Motive A in the strings, while countemielodies appear 

in the woodwinds and brass throughout this first part. Motivic elision occurs [4] - 3, 

where the solo cello introduces Motive B, which continues in Part II. 

The harmonies in this part are Bm, A, Cm, and E. The counterpoint in this part is 

prominent enough to place more emphasis on the melody and less emphasis on the 

harmony. The harmonies are based on vertical simultaneities resulting from the 

counterpoint and from chords arpeggiated in the harp. 

Part II: 

At [4], the violins play Motive B, continuing the statement from the solo cello. 

The accompaniment is constantly in motion through the second part; there are very few 

half notes or whole notes. The motive begins in O minor but after that, the tonal center 

becomes obscured through the use of chromaticism. The harmonies that RVW uses in 

this part are G, Gm, Ebm/Gb, Gb, and GlH-. Harmonic shading and neighbor-note 

motion can be used to analyze the harmonic content in this part. Harmonic shading 

describes the movement between G and Gm, and between Gb and GtH- because the roots 

are the same in both pairs, but the quality of the chord changes. Neighbor-note motion 

illustrates the movement between Gm and Ebm/Gb because the bass moves down by 

half-step and because both the root and the chord quality change. Example 4.4 shows the 

arpeggiation of the chords in the cello. 
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Part III: 

At [5], the third part of this film segment begins. The homs reintroduce Motive 

A, which is continued by the strings as the homs fade, and played through to the 

conclusion of the film segment. Beginning [6] - 4, the strings are joined in the motive by 

the oboes and flutes. RVW uses chords that are similar in content to Part I of this film 

segment, but not exact replications. Instead of a Bm tonic, he uses an Em tonic. The 

chords used are E, Em, and A. Harmonic shading is seen between the E and Em triads as 

the third of those chords changes from G to G#. 

Example 4.4 
[4] + 2 to [5] - 3 

1 

Violin I I 

Violiiil2 

Cello 

Vln.1 I 

Vln.l2 

Vc. 

cru 

_ . ka 

1«> 1, r iffrrpT, 

 ̂ k f 
'  j r i '  ^ ^ r r 1 • U ^ T t 1 -

s |p —1 |}|a. j 

1 |. Lf Lr i?r 1 

Only Eleven Miles: 

This film segment was first heard in Movement I and lasted eight measures. It 

returns in Movement IV in nearly the same state in which it was first heard. This time, 

the orchestration and texture are more dense, but the same harmonies are present, as are 
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the chimes. The voicing is different in the E Fr^ chord as compared to the fiUn segment's 

use in the first movement. The same absolute progression that was first heard in the First 

Movement is heard again in this movement. 

Death of Oates: 

Oates was one of the four explorers who accompanied Captain Scott to the Pole. 

He injured his hand before the decision was made as to which explorers would make the 

fmal leg of the journey to the South Pole. The subsequent infection spread throughout his 

body, and he died on the return trip from the South Pole during a march. 

The double bar line and key signature change mark the beginning of this fihn 

segment at [7]. There are two musical ideas within this film segment: the first is a 

repeated chord, Dbmaj? #5 with various vo icings, and the second motive is a modified 

version of the motive in Titles - Heroism. These two ideas are shown in Examples 4.5a 

and 4.5b. This modified version of the Heroism film segment is taken from the three 

measures before [1] in the first movement. 

Example 4.5a 
[7]to[7] + 3 

TB 1— * — 
• -1 J -1 —' 

• • 

i 

\ \ i i  i i  

1 - • -• 1- -

Example 4.5b 
[7] + 6to[7] + 8 
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There are two parts to this film segment, and two sections within each part. The 

tables below show the structure. 

Table 4.3 

Section of Film Segment Use in Symphony 
Part la [7] to [7]+4 
Part lb [7] + 5to[8]-6 

Part Ila [8]-5 to [8]-3 
Part lib [8]-2 to [8]+ 5 

Part II of this film segment takes the two sections of Part I and extends them both 

in length. Part lib contains more development than Part lb; the rhythms are altered and 

the starting note has been shifted up a major third from the first part. Part Q of this film 

segment does not appear in the manuscript, but it is clear that the same motivic material 

is used as in Part I, which is unaltered from the manuscript. 

Only Eleven Miles: 

This film segment is elided with the previous one. Death of Oates. In other 

appearances of this fihn segment, RVW repeats this film segment. Here, he only uses the 

full film segment once and does not add the crescendo as in the first movement. The 

harmotiies and absolute progression are the same as in the previous uses. 

Oriana; 

A double bar line with key and meter changes introduces the beginning of the 

final film segment in Movement IV. Only one full statement of the theme occurs in this 

appearance of Oriana, and this is played by the oboe at [9] - 3. Instead of the complete 

motive, RVW weaves fragments of the motive throughout the orchestration. The use of 
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fragmented motives is new and does not appear in the manuscript. After the oboe 

entrance, the clarinet enters two measures later, and the flute enters at [9], giving a 

canonic character to the film segment. The string bass has the same pizzicato and the 

harp is playing the chords that were seen the first time the film segment was used. [9] + 3 

the cello enters with a modified version of the motive and one measure later, the clarinet 

and viola play a countermelody, heard for the first time in the movement, and is seen in 

Example 4.6. 

Example 4.6 
[9] + 3 to [10] + 3 

Clarinet in Bb 

Viola 

Cdio 

BbCI. 

Via. 

Vc. 

r e p  T  r  
m  

1 

The final chord in this movement is an open fifth (B and F#). This is curious because the 

Oriana melodic motive appears to have D as its tonal center, whether it is major or 

minor, but the movement moves its tonality towards B minor as the end of the movement 

approaches, and the movement concludes in B minor. The open fifths indicate B minor 

based on the key signature and the absence of D# in the harmony. This could be because 
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the husband of Oriana will not return from the South Pole, and this thought is shown in 

the music through the absence of the third. 

Conclusion-. 

This movement is reflective since the wives of the two main explorers are 

represented here. Also, death is represented in both Only Eleven Miles and in relation to 

a specific character, Oates, as well as the wives of Wilson and Scott. There is a certain 

sadness surrounding this movement, and the themes do not clearly show their mode, but 

tend to have a minor mode quality. 
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CHAPTER 5: MOVEMENT V 

/ do not regret this journey; M/e took risks, we knew we took them, 
things have come out against us, therefore we have no cause for complaint. 

Captain Scott's Last Journal 

Movement V, entitled "Epilogue," deals with the forward progress of the 

exploration party. There is no resolution to Scott's problem of returning to civilization. 

This is reflected in the lack of regularity of thematic return. 

Table 5.1 

Use in Symphony, mvt. V Film Segment Used 
Beginning to [2] - 1 Pony March and Blizzard 

[2] to [3]-4 Polar Party Moves Off (Last Lap) 
[3]-3 to [3]-1 Pony March and Blizzard Variation I 

[3] to [4]-3 Polar Party in Distance 
[4]-2 to [4]-1 Pony March and Blizzard Variation II 

[4] to [4]+4 Polar Party in Distance 
[4] + 5 to [5] - 5 Pony March and Variation II 
[5]-4 to [6]-4 The Three Watchers (Digsy[?]) 
[6]-3to[7]-l Snow March #2 (Pony March I) 
[7] - 1 to [9] + 3 Scott's Decision (Snowy Plane) 
[9]+4 to [10]-1 The Three Watchers (Digsy[?]) 
[101to[ll]-l Polar Party Moves OflF (Last Lap) 
[ll]to[12]-l Only Eleven Miles 
[12] to [13] + 6 Pony March and Blizzard Variation III 

[14]-7 to [17]+ 4 Titles - Heroism 
[18] - 6 to end of mvt. Titles - Prologue 
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Since there are so many short film segments employed in this movement, some 

more than once, the movement does not use a standard formal structure. This seemingly 

"formless" movement parallels Scott's journey to and from the South Pole. 

Pony March and Blizzard; 

The first eighteen measures in this movement aie comprised of the fihn segment 

entitled Pony March and Blizzard. This film segment is a fligato section, "a fuguelike 

passage occurring in a larger work or movement that is not itself a fugue."' Since this 

film segment is found with muhiple variations throughout the movement, the first 

appearance will be considered as the original statement of the segment in the symphony, 

although it is not the closest representation of the original manuscript. 

The identifying motive of the film segment first appears in the trumpets in 

measure 3 as seen in Example S. I. 

Example 5.1 
mm. 3-6 

Tnanpetin Bb ( h  c  1  J  r r i  1  I  B r  L I  P i r J  ** • 

-if m • —^ '-*•1 ^ 

At [I] -4, the horns play the motive a minor sixth below where the trumpets began, 

shown in Example 5.2. 

Example 5.2 
[I]-4to[ll-l  

Horn m F 

m  

' New Harvard Dictionary, s. v. "Fueato." 
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The next entrance of the motive is at [1] in the low woodwinds, low brass, and low 

strings. This begins on the same note on which the trumpets began, but in a lower octave. 

On beat 3 of [1], the horns and trumpets begin the motive again on the same note in the 

same octave as the first appearance of the motive, seen in Example 5.3. 

Example S.3 
[Ilto[l]+l 

Horn in F 

Tnuqiel in Bb 

Alter the motive is completed in the horns and trumpets, the last two measures of the film 

segment are used as a transition into the next film segment. 

Traditional harmony is not the primary component of this film segment for two 

reasons. Tonal instability is caused by the accompaniment instruments that have 

tremolos indicated between two notes. The fligato form, primarily containing fugue-like 

entrances, does not concern itself with harmony either. However, an absolute 

progression is taking place with regard to the fugal entries. The first entrance is on C, 

then on Eb, and back to C. That particular progression has not yet been heard in the 

symphony. 

Polar Party Moves Off (Last Lap); 

The &st time Polar Party Moves Off appears in this movement, it is six measures 

long. The motive is a modified version of the Titles - Heroism motive, but it has its own 

title and section in the original manuscripts. This fihn segment is seen in Example 5.4. 
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Example 5.4 
[2] to [2] + 2 

^ «J J i  \ j  J I *nr ^ J J 

The motive begins on the downbeat of [2] in the upper woodwinds, horns, and strings 

with accompaniment in the low woodwinds, low brass, and string bass. This segment has 

a strong march feel to it since the accompaniment has very punctuated quarter notes. In 

the last two measures of the film segment, the flutes and piccolo begin playing the motive 

in a non-stretto entrance. 

The accompanimental chords involve root movements of only a third or less, and 

there is planing in the block chords that the harp plays, as seen in Example 5.5. 

Example 5.5 
[2] to [2]+ 4 

- I I '  I  M f  i i T  " I  ' f ' l ' T f  r  
^  J l j  I  J  j  I  I  j  

The roots of all of the chords used in this film segment are separated by a major third, 

with the exception of a French sixth chord (C Fr^). The other chords used are F, Gbm, 

Gbf/D, Ab, and A. Although the key signature indicates F major or D minor, the fikn 

segment does not &11 into any key. The melody is also highly chromatic, further blurring 

the tonality. 

Kurth's neighbor-note motions are at work here, as well as harmonic shading 

between the Gbm and Gb+/D chords because there is a common root in those two chords. 
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In the remainder of the chords, the voice leading shows that neighbor-note motion is 

occuring. 

Pony March and Blizzard variation I: 

This film segment is only three measures long, and I have given the title. This 

film segment does not appear in the manuscript. The horns at [3] - 3 play a variation on 

the motive. The accompaniment is stylistically similar to that in the first occurrence of 

this fihn segment. In the original appearance of the segment, the harmony moves between 

a C# and a D, harmonized an A4 above those notes. In this variation, the harmony moves 

between an A and a B, and is harmonized a M3 above those notes. The accompaniment 

is an example of neighbor-note motion in the piano and low strings, which shifts between 

A and B major triads. In this film segment, the motive is a major third higher than in the 

first occurrence, beginning on an E instead of a C, as seen in Example S.6. 

Example 5.6 
[3]-3 to [3]-2 

Horn in F 

Polar Party in Distance: 

Like Polar Party Moves Off", Polar Party in Distance is used twice in this 

movement. This film segment is also similar to Polar Party Moves Off"m that it is also a 

variation on the Titles - Heroism motive but it also has its own title in the original 

manuscript. The motive is played in the first flute, first clarinet, and first trombone, and 

harmonized in the second flute, oboes, second clarinet, and second and third trombones. 
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The remainder of the orchestra has accompanimental figures. Example 5.7 shows the 

motive, as well as the accompaniment. 

Example 5.7 
[3] to [3]+ 2 

Fliae 

Hup ' 

I 
Like in the first appearance of this film segment, the harp has all block chords in the 

accompaniment. Now the range of roots in the block chords has expanded to a fourth, 

and the chords used are D, E, Fm, F, F+, and Gm. The chord built on F still has a 

prominent position even though the melody uses G as the tonic, because every note in the 

melody besides G fits into some sort of F harmony (F, Fm, F+). 

Much like Polar Party Moves Off, this film segment contains both neighbor-note 

motions as well as harmonic shading between Fm, F, and F+. 

Pony March and Blizzard variation 11: 

This film segment is only 2 measures long and is used twice in this movement, 

and I have again given the title because this film segment is not in the manuscript. The 

variation is in the augmentation of the motive, which is heard here in the low brass and 

strings. The harmonies are seen in the brass instruments on beats two and four of both 

measures. The harmonies in the first measure of this fibn segment are Gb F and Db 

Eb, while the second measure has only a F7Ab harmony. Like in the other two Pony 

March and Blizzard film segments, the harmonies in this film segment are also based on 
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neighbor-note motion. Example 5.8 shows the variation in the melody as well as the 

harmonic content. 

Horn In F 

Horn in F 

Tenor Trombone 

I 
Example S.8 

[4]-2 to [4]-1 

i  J ' ? !  '  0  

rn n 
n n 

Polar Party in Distance: 

The orchestration in this appearance of the film segment is thicker than the first 

tune this segment is used in this movement. The motive this time is in the clarinets, 

English horn, trumpets, and horns while the rest of the orchestra has accompaniment. 

The harmonies are the same as they were the first tune this film segment was used in this 

movement, and can again be seen most clearly in the harp part. Because of this, 

neighbor-note motion and harmonic shading are both occurring. There is a new 

countermelody introduced here that can be seen in the remaining woodwinds and strings. 

This is seen in Example 5.9. 

Example 5.9 
[4] to [4] + 2 

Oboe 
T 'r^r r -  f i j r i  
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Pony March and Blizzard variation II: 

This time the segment is three bars long, but the motive remains the same. Only 

new accompaniment figures in the upper woodwinds and strings make it different, as 

shown in Example S.IO. 

Example 5.10 
[4] + 5 to [5] - 5 

Otoe 

Tenor Trenibane 

rtJ. elf I  ̂

The neighbor-note motion is also again present, just like in the first use of this segment. 

The Three Watchers (Digsy[?]): 

The title of this fihn segment refers to the three men that Scott did not take on the 

final leg to the South Pole. It is unknown what the word "Digsy" refers to, or if this is 

even the correct word.^ This film segment, like others, is used twice in this movement. 

The motive is played by all four horns, and is hannonized in the trumpets while the rest 

of the orchestra plays accompaniment figures, and this is seen in Example 5.11. 

Example 5.11 
[5]-4to[5]-l 

Horn in F "'^r T r V gU'tJ >Jp 
Once again, the harp has the block chords, and the sequence of nine chords that is 

used is; C, B, F#m, C#, C, C/E, A, B, and Bb. The harmooies are not functional in this 

film segment, and the chords mimic the highly chromatic melody. Some neighbor-note 
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motion can be identified, but overall, this is a progression that cannot be classified, and 

will be called the "Three Watchers Progression" whenever it appears. The Three 

Watchers Progression, upon completion, is repeated. 

Snow March #2 (Pony March 1): 

While the title of this film segment is Snow March #2, Snow March #/ and Snow 

March #5 do not appear in the symphony, although they are present in the original 

manuscript. The lyrical motive is in the clarinets and viola, but there is also a rhythmic 

motive that enters at [6] in aU other instruments which consists of triplet quarter notes, 

seen in Example 5.12. 

Example 5.12 
[6]-3to[7]-5 

Whenever this particular set of triplets is played, is it obvious that tbe film segment is the 

Snow March #2 because no other film segment uses this rhythm of repeating quarter note 

triplets. The lyrical motive in this film segment, like many of the film segments in this 

movement, is a variation of the Titles - Heroism motive. However, this motive is almost 

exclusively diatonic, something that is rare in other motives in the symphony, especially 

since the harmonies are so chromatic. There are two chords that comprise the triplet 

figures. The first chord can be spelled as a Cmaj7 #5/E chord, and the second set can be 

^ Adtl MS S2289. The word appears to be "Digsy," but because of RVW's unbiteiligible handwriting, it 
could be something else. 



spelled as F^7/Eb. This must be considered as an absolute progression because the voice 

leading is not by neighbor-note motion, and because this progression has a very 

recognizable collection of two chords, that have not been heard, and that are played in 

such a way to make the listener remember the action associated with the progression. 

Scott's Decision (Snowy Plane); 

In the fihn. Captain Scott has to make a decision as to which men he will take 

with him on the final leg to the South Pole. While he contemplates his decision, this is 

the music that is heard. The motive begins two beats before [7] in the bassoon, shown in 

Example S.I3. 

Example S.13 
[7] - 1 to [8] + 1 

While the tritone does not figure as prominently in the fifth movement as it does in other 

movements, there is a tritone leap in the motive in the bassoon two measures after [7]. 

The motive is then echoed in the upper woodwinds and upper strings beginning at [8], 

although the first five beats that the bassoon plays are omitted. When the upper winds 

and strings have the motive, it is developed and deviates fi'om the motive as it was played 

by the bassoon. Counterpoint is the means of composition in this segment. There are 

open fifths in the accompaniment, but no complete chords. 
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The harmonic content consists of open fifths on B, with one exception. The 

exception is a single open fifth on C. The key signature indicates B minor, but the 

motive is highly chromatic, and does not appear to fit into one key. 

Snow March #2: 

The triplet quarter notes sound the absolute progression again in this use of the 

segment. 

The Three Watchers: 

This film segment has ahnost the same construction as the first time it was heard, 

although the key signature is different. There are four flats in this usage, as opposed to 

no sharps or flats the first time. Since the film segment in this use is one bar shorter than 

the first time it was used, certain notes and passages had to be condensed and/or 

eliminated. [10] - 4 and [S] - 4, and the succeeding three measures in each place are the 

points where the film segment differs in the two uses in the symphony. At [10] - 4, the 

quarter note chords that were present in the first use of this fihn segment in this 

movement are not there. Another difference is in the flute part where the interval 

between the measure before [5] and [5] is an ascending perfect fifth, and in the fourth and 

fifth measures before [10], the interval is an ascending minor third. From this point on, 

the motive differs from the original. 

The Three Watchers Progression is ahnost an exact transposition of the original 

use. The chords this time are: Ab, G, Eb, A, Ab, Ab/C, F, G, Gb/Bb, and Ab/C. 

The chord that doesn't fit is the Eb chord. In the first appearance of the film segment, the 

third chord was F#m, an A4 above the first chord, C. The Eb chord is a P5 above the first 
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chord in its progression, Ab. Other than this difference, the chords are a direct 

transposition. 

Polar Party Moves Off: 

This is the second time in the movement that this film segment is used. There are 

three additional measures in this appearance of the fihn segment, seen in Example S.14. 

Example 5.14 
[ll]-3to[ll]-l 

[ f ^ r  r  r ^ r  r  r  r j ^  r , r Oboe 

Baioon 

At [11] - 3, the motive begins, but it is not completed because the last two measures are 

used to segue into the next film segment. The motive is augmented two measures before 

[11], but it never completed. Only a sustained chord is reached, a Dm7/F, which is the 

end of this film segment, and the beginning of the next film segment. 

Only Eleven Miles: 

There is no crescendo in this usage of Only Eleven Miles, unlike in other 

movements; the dynamic level stays at pianissimo in the whole orchestra. Also, the 

chimes are not sounded as often as in the uses in the first and fourth movements. This 

passage acts as a tribute to the fallen explorers. The previous times that this fihn segment 

was used, it foreshadowed the impending doom of the journey, but at this point, the 

explorers are already lost, and RVW pays tribute to that by keeping the orchestra soft, 

and not as violent as before. 
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Pony March and Blizzard variation III: 

Of all of the film segments using the Pony March and Blizzard motive, this one is 

the closest to the original manuscript. This film segment is also only one bar longer than 

the first statement of the Pony March and Blizzard motive at the beginning of the 

movement. There is only an Em harmony in this film segment. 

In the autograph film score, RVW made a notation concerning the use of voices in 

this film segment, which states, "Without voices - blizzard drowns music. With voices -

blizzard dies down."^ Examples S. 15a and S.ISb show the original manuscript version of 

this fihn segment and its appearance in this particular form. 

Example S.lSa 
[12]+ 3 to [13]-5 

The last time the "blizzard" part of this film segment is heard, it is at a dynamic of 

pianissimo. This foreshadows the conclusion of the movement, mirroring Titles -

Prologue in its statement of natiire defeating man. 

Titles - Heroism: 

Titles - Heroism, originally heard in movement I, returns in an almost identical 

fashion. All three parts of the film segment are present, as well as the same harmonies. 

Titles - Prologue: 

The last 18 measures of the symphony are first heard in the first movement, in 

Part n of this film segment. The solo soprano line firom the first appearance in 

^ Additional MS 59537. 
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Example 5.15b 
Pony March and Blizzard from manuscript 

VUoxSA A 

Wind MachiiK 

Pno. < 

W.M. 

Movement I is again present, as well as the wind machine and women's chorus. The 

chorus and wind machine decrescendo to niente as in the first movement, but instead of 

continuing on, the symphony ends. 

Conclusion: 

It appears that at the beginning of the symphony, RVW used the music to say that 

the explorers were excited about coming to Antarctica "fascinated and terrified," but at 

the end, the explorers were killed by nature, creating a man v. nature program. It is 

possible that RVW used this film segment to introduce the first winter when the explorers 

had arrived and were still hopeilil, and the following winter to show the final hours of the 

last three explorers. 
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The final movement seems to be one of loss, instability, and one that lacks in 

rationale. It is as though Scott is reflecting on decisions that he made and parts of the 

journey he had taken. In the end, he succumbed to the elements that he had attempted to 

conquer. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THEMATIC RETURN THROUGHOUT THE SYMPHONY 

Only four film segments in Sinfonia Antartica appear multiple times within one 

movement and only three film segments occur in more than one movement in the 

symphony. One of these film segments. Titles - Prologue, is used in both ways. The 

remaining film segments include Titles - Heroism, Only Eleven Miles, Aurora, Terra 

Nova, and Por^ March and Blizzard. Each recurrence of a fihn segment will be 

discussed below. 

Recurrences within Multiple Movements 

Titles - Heroism: 

This fihn segment begins the symphony, and returns twice: once at the end of the 

first movement in "Scott on the Glacier," which is a variation on the fihn segment and 

once in the fifth movement in its original form. It is in the return in the first movement 

that the film segment is combined with the End Titles in order to create the music that is 

the variation entitled "Scott on the Glacier" by Michael Kennedy.' 

At [14] - 9 in Movement I, Part I of Heroism appears in its first varied form. The 

theme ascends higher than in its first appearance at the beginning of the movement, and 

the rhythmic motion increases with each statement of the motive. More eighth notes are 

added until the motive becomes only eighth and 16^ notes in the woodwinds [14] + 5. In 

this variation, the melody is almost exchisively diatonic, with accidentals only on scale 

' Kennedy, p. 184. 
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degrees 6 and 7, differing from the highly chromatic original appearance of the theme. 

Once the Heroism music is combined with the End Titles, it is in a major mode, as 

opposed to its original appearance in the minor mode with heavy chromaticism. "Scott 

on the Glacier" is heroic music, so it is logical that the music for that film segment would 

be in the major mode. The End Titles are used in the film as an elegy to the deceased 

explorers, also heroic music, and also in a major mode. Since Heroism and End Titles 

combine to musically express the same idea, they share the same con:qx)sitional 

technique, diatonicism in the major mode. 

Titles - Prologue: 

This fihn segment is used in the opening and closing movements, directly 

following Titles - Heroism in both instances. When it returns in the last movement, it is 

almost an exact replica of the first two parts of the original appearance in the symphony. 

In the first movement, the voices and wind machine decrescendo to niente, and Part III of 

the segment begins. In the last movement, by contrast, everything fades to niente, and 

the piece ends. RVW does not develop this fihn segment per se, but uses it the second 

time in an abbreviated form. Based on the placement of this fihn segment, two different 

listener responses are elicited; the first time it is used, the pole is &scinating, a challenge 

to be conquered, the second time, terrifying, as nature is about to consume the explorers. 

This is more a response to the film, which the placement of this music supports. 

Only Eleven Miles: 

This film segment is used in the first, fourth, and fifth movements of the 

symphony. In every instance, the motive remains unchanged and undeveloped. The only 
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difference between its multiple uses is in the dynamics. In the first movement, there is a 

crescendo throughout the fibn segment, but in the fourth and fifth movements, there is no 

crescendo present, and the dynamic level remains piano throughout. 

Titles - Heroism: 

RVW also composed two other film segments that incorporate the Heroism 

motive: Polar Party Moves Off and Polar Party in Distance. In both Polar Party Moves 

Off and Polar Party in Distance, the meter is 4/4, the film segments are march-like, and 

the motive from Part I of Heroism is used. These film segments are used only in 

Movement V. 

Recurrences within the Sanae Movement 

Titles - Prologue: 

This fihn segment also returns in the first movement in which it originally 

appears. In this return, only Part II of the film segment is used, and no new harmonies 

are introduced. 

Aurora: 

This film segment begins the second movement, and an abbreviated restatement 

returns [S] - 4 in that same movement. The statement of the Aurora motive is interrupted 

by music from the film segment Terra Nova. The recurrence of Aurora takes place 

within the auspices of Terra Nova music, which I have designated as Terra Nova 

Variation. 
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Terra Nova: 

Terra Nova follows Aurora in the second movement, and returns [5] - 4. 

Although Aurora music is present in the Terra Nova Variation, the film segment is 

primarily based on Terra Nova music. In this return, the motivic material is limited, and 

does not develop. 

The second time Terra Nova returns, [10] + 2, the orchestration is sparse, and 

again, is not developed. However, new material is foimd in this appearance of the film 

segment, which comes from the same film segment within the manuscript. This new 

material does not develop the motive, but instead serves and an extension of the film 

segment. 

Pony March and Blizzard: 

Four di£ferent versions of this fihn segment are used in the fifth movement. 

When compared with the film score version, all four have the same mode, the same 

general rhythm, and the same contour of line, with little motivic development. Instead, 

note length and rhythm are the basis for the variation. The final appearance of this film 

segment, which I have designated as Pony March and Blizzard, Variation III, is the 

closest to the manuscript. In this case, the composer has stripped away material from the 

original film segment for the first appearance of this music. In subsequent statements, the 

composer adds texture which leads to the final statement's similarity to the original film 

segment. 
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Conclusion: 

RVW rarely used melodic elaboration as motivic development of the fihn 

segments used in the symphony. Much of this may be caused by the large number of film 

segments that were used in the symphony, leaving little opportimity to develop the film 

segments. He combined specific film segments in order to create continuity, and had 

enough music fi'om which to draw, that further melodic elaboration was deemed 

unnecessary. 
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CHAPTER? 

DEVUTION OF MOTIVES IN THE SYMPHONY FROM THE FILM SCORE 

The table below shows each of the film segments in the order used in the 

symphony and their motivic variation and key relationship to the manuscript. 

Table 7.1 

Title of Film Segment Film Segment Variation? Same Key as Manuscript? 

I: Titles - Heroism Part ni only Yes 

Titles - Prologue None Yes 

Aurora II None Yes 

Only Eleven Miles None Yes 

"Scott on the Glacier" Not in manuscript N/A 

II: Aurora In Part I Yes 

Terra Nova Placement of motives Yes 

Ice Floes Part II only Yes 

Terra Nova Variation Not in manuscript N/A 

Penguins (Penguin Dance) None Yes 

III: Ice Wash (Ross Island) None Yes 

Distant Glacier None Yes 

Iceberg Multiple No 

Climbing the Glacier Part n only Yes 

1^ View of Glacier None Yes 

IV: Oriana First four measures only Yes 

Kathleen Metrically altered Yes 

Death of Gates None Yes 

V: Pony March and Blizzard Three variations No 

P. M. + B. variation I Not in manuscript N/A 

P. M. + B. variation II Not in manuscript N/A 

P. M. + B. variation III Not in manuscript N/A 

Polar Party Moves Off None No (1- time); Yes (2®^ time) 

The 3 Watchers Key signature only No 
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Snow March #2 None Yes 

Scott's Decision None Yes 

Polar Party in Distance None Yes 

In Table 7.1, it can be seen that there are few differences between the manuscript 

and the symphony. There were thirty-seven different segments of the manuscript used in 

the fibn. Of these thirty-seven film segments, nineteen were used in the symphony. 

Three additional manuscript segments were also used in the symphony, but not in the 

film. This leaves five film segments in the symphony that are variations on film 

segments, but do not appear in the manuscript. A segment-by-segment approach will be 

taken to discuss the differences between the manuscript and the symphony. 

Titles - Heroism: 

The deviation from the manuscript in this film segment occurs in Part III. The 

first two cymbal crashes in the symphony occur one measwe earlier in the manuscript. In 

the symphony, the crashes are heard at [5] - 4, [5] - 2, and [5] + 2. The third cymbal 

crash in the symphony does not appear in the manuscript. 

Aurora: 

This film segment is used at the beginning of movement II. The difference 

between the manuscript and the symphony lies in the first eight bars of the movement, 

which do not come from the manuscript. The movement begins with a key signature of 

two flats, but at the double bar at measure 9, the key signature changes to two sharps. 

This new key signature is the same as the manuscript, and for the rest of the film 

segment, the manuscript and symphony are the same. The first four notes of the motive 
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are introduced by the horns in bars 1 and 2 of the movement, and again in bars S and 6. 

In between bars 2 and S, the clarinets have stepwise ascending and descending passages 

in 16- notes. Example 7.1 shows the new material in the symphony. 

Example 7.1 
mm. 1-8, mvt. II 
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Terra Nova: 

The differences between the nianuscript and the symphony are in the placement of 

the rhythmic motive and instrumentation of block chords. In the symphony, the rhythmic 

motive is in the strings. In the manuscript, the rhythmic motive is not only in the upper 

strings, but in other instruments in the orchestra as well, such as woodwinds. The lower 

strings play the block chords that create the harmonies in the manuscript, but in the 

symphony, those block chords are played by the harp. 

Ice Floes: 

The "Whales" section. Part II of Ice Floes in movement II, differs between the 

symphony and the manuscript in that there are sixteenth note sextuplets in the symphony. 

In the manuscript, those passages are 32"^ notes and quintuplets. The manuscript version 

of those five measures are shown above the sj'mphonic version here in Example 7.2. 

Example 7.2 
[3]+4to[4]-3 

Film SCOT 

Symphony 

I ' l '  r  

Even though there is a great deal of similarity between both the nianuscript and 

the symphony, RVW had to alter the symphonic setting for clarity. In the symphony, the 

"Whales" motive is played in the English horn, clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoons, and 
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cello, while only the English horn plays the motive in the film score. Although the 

motive is found in more instruments in the symphony, it is simplified in conq^arison to 

the manuscript. One example of the simplification is in the last measure of Example 7.2, 

where the rhythms are simplified firom the parallel part of the manuscript. Another 

difference is that the manuscript, in the third and fourth measures of Example 7.2, is a 

half step higher than the symphonic setting. 

Iceberg; 

In comparison to other parts of the symphony, there is a large amount of deviation 

in Iceberg from the manuscript. The first difference is the key signature. In the 

manuscript, the key signature contains two sharps; the symphony has no sharps or flats in 

the key signature. 

In the manuscript. Iceberg only appears as a piano reduction. The motive is in the 

bass clef with chords in the right hand. The symphony contains those chords in the 

piano, as well as sextuplet and triplet figures in the remaining sections of the orchestra 

that do not play the motive. Example 7.3 below shows the Iceberg motive as it appears 

in the manuscript. Most of the same intervals that are found in the Iceberg motive in the 

symphony can also be found in the film score. In the symphony, the full statement of the 

motive occurs [3] + 7 to [3] + 9 in Movement HI, also seen in Example 7.3. The intervals 

played by the entire orchestra [3] + 7 are all descending: M3 (G to Eb), d4 (Eb to B), and 

A2 (B to Ab). The M3 can be found in the seventh bar of the manuscript example (A to 

F) and the A2 can be found in the eighth bar of the film score example (D# to C). There 
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Example 7.3 

$ 
Pno. 

m 

m 

is no d4 present in the manuscript. Because of the similarity in the intervallic 

relationships, the integrity of the motive is kept. 

Climbing the Glacier: 

There is one difference between the manuscript and the symphony in this film 

segment, and that is the addition of the organ in the symphony. [9] to [10] of Movement 

III has the Glacier Progression in the organ. 

Oriana: 

In this film segment there is one minor difference between the manuscript and the 

symphony. At the beginning of Movement IV in the symphony, there are four bars of 

harp solo playing block chords before the melody enters. These four measures are not in 

the manuscript, and act as a transition between Movement in and Movement IV. The 

original film segment, as it appears in the manuscript, begins on measure S in 

Movement FV. 
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Kathleen: 

This film segment contains several differences between the manuscript and the 

symphony. Example 7.4 shows the first 16 bars of the Kathleen motive from manuscript. 

The most obvious difference between the manuscript and the symphony is in the 

meter. The meter of the manuscript alternates between 4/4 and 3/4 while the symphony 

is in 4/4 time throughout. 

Example 7.4 

m 

Pkno' 

i,»f flr flfF f ii.ii j..r^rlr r mg 

PDO. 

PDO. 

m 

The motive, introduced in the first few bars of the manuscript in the strings, is 

played in the string section in the symphony as well. The first series of eighth notes in bar 

4 of the manuscript is seen in the cello part at [3] in Movement IV of the symphony. The 

melody line in bars 13-15 of the manuscript is played in the cello [4] - 3 to [4] -1 of 
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Movement IV. The instrumentation in the manuscript is somewhat unclear because this 

film segment was never actually used in the film, but RVW wrote the names of 

instruments next to some passages in the music, and those names, like strings and harp, 

were used in the symphony.' 

Pony March and Blizzard and variations; 

The manuscript version of Pony March and Blizzard, shown in Example 7.5, is 

the basis for all of the variations used in the symphony. 

Example 7.5 

>faia3: $ A A 

WindMadiioe {] G 

i 

Blizani drawns Banc UUzzvdtedcmn 

Pno. 

W.M. 

The film segment titled Pony March and Blizzard in Movement V is listed as such 

because it is the first indication of the film segment in the symphony. This appearance is 

a fan&re in the brass, first in the trumpets, then the horns, and finally the trombones and 

' Additional MS 52289. 
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tuba. This motive is slightly embellished, and is metrically diminished in comparison 

with the manuscript. 

Variation I differs from Pony March and Blizzard (Symphony), because the 

variation has a triplet eighth note figure, and the line is never completed because it moves 

directly into the following fikn segment. 

Variation II diifers from the original symphonic usage in that the first two notes 

of the motive are twice as long, and the 16''' notes in the first usage in the symphony are 

triplet eighth notes here. 

Variation III is most like the manuscript. The rhythm is syncopated, and the 

triplet eighth notes from other variations appear as triplet quarter notes in this variation. 

The motive is doubled in several instruments, rather than in just two or three as in the 

other variations. Example 7.6 shows the manuscript along with the four different 

symphonic uses. 

"Scott on the Glacier": 

The trumpet call at the beginning of this fihn segment, [13] + 12 of Movement I, 

comes from End Titles. This fanfare also begins the final film segment of the opening 

movement of the symphony. Immediately following this fan&re, a variation of the 

Heroism theme is heard, first in the low woodwinds and strings, then in all the 

woodwinds and strings. These two themes continue simultaneously, and at [15], Part III 

of the Heroism film segment is combined with the remainder of the End Music from the 

manuscript. The End Music is used as a musical eulogy in the fihn, sounding while the 

explorers find Captain Scott's body buried in the snow, and while his grave is shown. 
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Example 7.6 
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The music remains heroic, and displays the British view of Captain Scott, that of a 

national hero. The End Music was previously shown in Example 1.12. 

This example is one version of the End Music from the manuscript, and the one 

whose conclusion corresponds with the end of the first movement of the symphony. 

There is another version of the ending. In the alternate version, the key moves to G 

major in the same place (double bar line), but then moves to A major, and concludes in F 
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major. The conclusion is similar except for the key changes. The alternate version of 

End Music is in the autograph manuscript.^ 

Conclusion: 

RVW, using his motivic material from the manuscript, created some "new" music 

for the symphony, but it was all based upon previously written material. These variations 

serve to keep the symphony from becoming stagnant with the continuously repeated 

themes, and to ease the transition between fibn segments. 

- Additional MS S2289. 
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CHAPTERS 

COMPARISON OF MOTIVES WITHIN SYMPHONIC MOVEMENTS 

This chapter will discuss motivic unity within movements. There will be three 

different sections, and the first section compares Movements I, in, and IV. 

Movements I, ni, and IV 

Within these movements, there is only one variation on a fibn segment, which is 

"Scott on the Glacier" in the first movement. Other than this, there is virtually no 

development of melodic motives in any of these three movements. However, there is a 

unity between all three movements, which is the form. All three of these movements 

share the incomplete Bogen form, and based on the nature of this form, there is a motivic 

return in each movement. These returns are also varied only slightly, or not at all. This 

means that within these three movements, there are many contrasting themes and little 

development of those themes. Therefore, variety in the work is based on thematic 

diversity, rather than thematic development. 

Movement U 

This is the first movement where a true variation on a film segment is 

heard. The form of this movement is ABCB'DB", so thematic return is clearly present. 

The B' section is the Terra Nova Variation. The meter in this fihn segment is 

given as 9/8, although some parts see 3/4 in parentheses. This film segment combines the 

motives from Terra Nova and Aurora. The 3/4 feel is essential to the Aurora motive, and 

this motive appears in the horns. But immediately after this motive is first played, the 
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Terra Nova motive returns in the horns, trumpets, and violins. In this film segment, the 

motive is considerably shorter than its first usage, like the usage of Aurora in this film 

segment. The Terra Nova motive has differences in its interval content. The first 

interval, Bb to Gb, at [5] - 2, is a half step larger than the first interval in the first use of 

Terra Nova, Bb to G at [1]. The Gb is again used instead of the original note G at [5], as 

compared to [1] + 4. Because of the transitional nature of this film segment, the interval 

content is not expected to be an exact replica of the original usage, which explains the 

Gbs in this film segment. RVW is moving away firom the original Terra Nova film 

segment by shortening the length, but leaves enough material that it is still recognizable. 

The three different uses of the Terra Nova music create motivic unity within the 

movement. 

Movement V: Epilogue 

There is a great deal of motivic unity within this movement since many of the 

motives are variations on other themes. Many film segments in this movement are 

related to either the first or penultimate film segments in this movement. The first film 

segment in this movement is Pony March and Blizzard, while the penultimate film 

segment is Titles. - Heroism. By having many segments based upon one of two film 

segments, this unifies the movement. 

Pony March and Blizzard begins the fifth movement. The motive is 

representative of a march, and sounds like the first statement of a fiigue, since fugue-like 

entries follow. There are three variations on this film segment in this movement. 

However, the uses of these variations greatly differs from the variations on the Terra 
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Nova music in Movement II. Instead of further development of the original film 

segment, like in Movement II, the variations move closer each time to the original 

manuscript version until the symphonic segment which I titled Pony March and Blizzard 

variation III is reached. This symphonic segment is the closest to the manuscript version. 

RVW starts at a point that is far away from his original manuscript material, and moves 

closer to it throughout the movement. 

Polar Party Moves Off and Pole Party in Distance are the variations on Part I of 

the Heroism film segment. In both film segments, the theme from Part I of Heroism is 

set as a march. The first two notes of the Pole Party in Distance film segment are 

augmented to become half notes. Polar Party Moves Off and Pole Party in Distance, 

clear derivatives of the Titles - Heroism music, were given their own titles in the 

manuscript by RVW; motivic unity can be seen between these film segments, and 

consequently, within the fifth and final movement, where all three film segments return. 

The fifth movement has much more motivic unity than any other movement in the 

symphony. Since there are four different statements of the Pony March film segment, 

and three film segments based on Part I of Heroism. It is evident that much of this 

movement is based on those two themes. 

Motivic unity can also be seen on a large scale, because the first two film 

segments used in the symphony. Heroism and Prologue, are also the final two film 

segments employed by RVW in the symphony. These two film segments unify the entire 

work. 
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It is interesting that the three nx)vements with the same Bogen form also have the 

least amount of thematic development, while the two movements with the less standard 

forms have the greater amount of thematic variation, and the fifth movement, which 

struggles to find form, has the most thematic development in the symphony. 
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CHAPTER 9 

ITEMS OF NOTE 

The following is a list of manuscript elements that were unused in the symphony. 

Every film segment in this list has its own title in the autograph film score, or the 

sketches for it. 

Baltic Fleet Amundsen 
Pony March Amundsen III 
Pony March - Parhelion Base Camp 
Alternate Pony March The Return 
Feet with Skis Hansen (motors to dogs) 
Evans Scott and Oates 
Death of Evans Office 
Snow March #/ - Parhelion Office II 
Snow March #i ^een's Birthday March 
Departure of Ship 

This list contains 19 separate film segments that went unused in the symphonic setting. It 

is interesting to note that while Snow Marches #/ and #3 went unused in the symphony. 

Snow March #2 was used in the fifth movement. Another item of note is the omission of 

any fihn segment entitled Amundsen II. In my research, 1 was unable to locate anything 

with that title within the full autograph score, or in any of the sketches found in the 

British Library. 

Table 9.1 shows the chronology of the symphony, and the placement of film 

segments within the film, while Table 9.2 shows the chronology of the film, and the 

placement of those film segments within the symphony. 
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Table 9.1 

1- Use in Symphony Film Seement Title Approximate 1- use in Fihn 
I: Beginning to [5] + 4 Titles - Heroism 0:00.00-0:02.08 

[61-3 to [91+ 2 Titles - Proloeue 0:02.37-0:03.50 
[91+3 to [121+ 7 Aurora II 1:38.00-1:38.22 
[121+ 8 to [131-6 Only Eleven Miles None 
[131-5 to [131 + 10 Titles - Prologue 0:02.37 - 0:03.50 

[131 + 11 to End '^Scott on the Glacier^ N/A 
II: Beginning to [11 Aurora 0:44.20 - 0:44.38 

[11 to [31-2 Terra Nova 0:31.56-0:32.08 
[31-2 to [41+ 3 Ice Floes 0:27.43-0:29.30 
[41 + 3 to [61 - 3 Terra Nova Variation N/A 
[61-3 to [101 + 1 Peneuins 0:32.08-0:32.56 

[101 + 1 to end of movment Terra Nova 0:31.56-0:32.08 
III: Beginning to [11 + 4 Ice Wash (Ross Isbnd) 0:29.40-0:30.20 

[ll + 5to[31-l Distant Glacier 0:54.23-0:54.46 
[31 to [41-9 Icebere 0:29.30-0:29.39 1 "i 00 1 5 CUmbine the Glacier 0:55.20-0:56.45 
[61 to [81 + 2 1- View of Glacier None 

[81+ 3 to [111 CUmbine the Glacier 0:55.20-0:56.45 
[111 to end of movement Ice Wash 0:29.40-0:30.20 
IV: Beginning to [21 + 5 Oriana None 

[21 + 6 to [61 + 1 Kathleen 0:04.23 - 0.04.45 
[61 + 2 to [71 - 1 Only Eleven Miles None 

[71 to [81 + 5 Death of Oates 1:36.18- 1:37.00 
[81+ 5 to [91-4 Only Eleven Miles None 

[91 - 3 to end of movement Oriana None 
V: Beginning to [21 - 1 Pony March and Blizzard 0:51.30-0:52.10 

[21 to [31-4 Polar Party Moves Off 1:38.52-1:39.40 
[31-3 to [31-1 P. M. + B. variation I N/A 

[31 to [41-3 Pole Party in Distance 1:13.00-1:13.15 
r41-2to[41-l P. M. + B. variation II N/A 

[41 to [41+ 4 Pole Party in Distance 1:13.00-1:13.15 
[41 + 5to[51-5 P. M. + B. variation 11 N/A 
[51-4to[61-4 The Three Watchers 1:11.43-1:11.50 
[61-3 to [71-1 Snow March #2 0:52.55-0:53.10 
[71 -1 to [91 + 3 Scott's Decision 0:52.40-0:52.55 
[91+4 to [101-1 The Three Watchers 1:11.43-1:11.50 

[101 to [111-1 Polar Party Moves Off 1:38.52-1:39.40 
[111 to [121-1 Only Eleven Miles N/A 
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r i2 i tor i3 i  +  6  P. M. -i- B. variation III N/A 
ri41-7to[171+4 Titles - Heroism 0:00.00-0:02.08 

[181 - 6 to end of movement Titles - Proloeue 0:02.37-0:03.50 

Table 9.2 

Approximate Use in Film Film Seement Title 1- Use in Symphony 
0:00.00-0:02.08 Titles - Heroism Beginning to [51 + 4,1 
0:02.37-0:03.50 Titles - Proloeue [61 - 3 to [91 + 2,1 
0:04.23 - 0:04.45 Kathleen [21+6 to [61 + 1, IV 
0:18.00-0:18.40 Nansen (motors to dogs) N/A 
0:18.40-0:19.00 Either Office or Office D N/A 
0:22.25-0:23.25 Queen's Birthdav March N/A 
0:24.30-0:25.38 Baltic Fleet N/A 
0:27.43-0:29.30 Ice Floes [31-2 to [41+ 3, II 
0:29.30-0:29.39 Icebere [31 to [41-9, III 
0:29.40-0:30.20 Ice Wash (Ross Island) Beginning to [11 + 4, III 
0:31.40-0:31.56 Departure of Ship N/A 
0:31.56-0:32.08 Terra Nova [11 to [31-2, II 
0:32.08-0:32.56 Peneuins [61-3 to [101 + 1,11 
0:35.40-0:35.53 Amundsen N/A 
0:40.03-0:41.10 Russian Dance N/A 
0:44.20 - 0:44.38 Aurora Beginning to [11, II 
0:45.50-0:46.35 Pony March N/A 
0:47.30-0:47.58 Scott and Oates N/A 
0:49.20-0:49.40 Either Snow March #1 or N/A 
0:51.30-0:52.10 Pony March and Blizzard Beginning to [21 - 1, V 
0:52.20-0:52.35 Pony March - Parhelion N/A 
0:52.40-0:52.55 Scott's Decision [71 - 1 to [91 + 3, V 
0:52.55-0:53.10 Snow March #2 [61-3to[71-l,V 
0:54.23-0:54.46 Distant Glacier [11+ 5 to [31-1,111 
0:55.20-0:56.45 Climbine the Glacier [41 - 8 to [61 - 1, III 
0:57.12-0:58.27 Climbine the Gbcier [41 - 8 to [61 - 1, HI 
0:58.27-1:00.02 Titles - Heroism Beginning to [51 + 4,1 
1:03.18-1:03.50 March #101 N/A 
1:04.40-1:05.40 Scott's Decision [71 - 1 to [91 + 3, V 
1:06.06-1:07.30 Scott's Decision [71 - 1 to [91 + 3, V 
1:11.43-1:11.50 The Three Watchers [51-4to[61-4,V 
1:11.50-1:12.00 Evans N/A 
1:13.00-1:13.15 Pole Party in Distance [31to[41-3,V 
1:15.25-1:15.35 Amundsen III N/A 
1:19.16-1:21.00 The Return N/A 
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1 23.03 -1 25.02 Climbine the Glacier r4i-8tor6i-i,iii 
1 25.51 -1 26.48 Pole Party in Distance [31 to [41-3, V 
1 28.05 -1 29.54 Death of Evans N/A 
1 36.18-1 37.00 Death of Oates [71 to [81 + 5, IV 
1 37.02-1 37.15 Titles - Proloeue [61-3 to [91+ 2,1 
1 37.32 -1 37.40 Titles - Herobm Beginning to [51 + 4,1 
1 38.00-1 38.22 Aurora 11 [91 + 3 to [121 + 7 
1 38.52-1 39.40 Polar Party Moves Off [21 to [31-4, V 
1 39.45 -1 40.13 Feet with SIds N/A 

1:47.56-1:49.50 (end) End Titles [131 + 11 to end, I 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A comparisoa of Sinfonia Antartica and the "Scott of the Antarctic" manuscript 

reveals that the symphony is directly derived from the manuscript and that the symphony 

contains no new motivic material. While no new motivic material was introduced in the 

symphony, minor changes, such as chronology, orchestration, extensions, and the like, 

were made from the manuscript to the symphony. 

The relationships between chords b the symphony do not follow flmctional 

harmonic procedures. However, the harmonic materials used in this symphony can be 

illuminated through analysis techniques found in the writings of Ernst Kurth, who 

identifies three harmonic conventions of Romantic music that he calls harmonic shading, 

neighbor-note motion, and absolute progressions. These analytical methods are also 

useful in analyzing the harmonic materials in the 7''' Symphony. 

The first movement, "Prelude," is as an introduction to the symphony, introducing 

the wonder and awe of the South Pole, and the fear and courage of the explorers. The 

main compositional ideas that are expressed throughout the symphony, fear, death, and 

courage, are all introduced in this movement. 

The second movement is more lighthearted than the first. Many of the harmonies 

in this movement lack functionality. Because of the contrapuntal compositional style, 

harmony is secondary, while simultaneous melodies and motivic ideas are emphasized. 

In the third movement entitled "Landscape," RVW makes his feelings clear about 

the wasteland that is the South Pole. The listener can aurally gain insight into how 
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desolate, terrifying, and awe-inspiring the polar region is. The representations of specific 

natural characteristics of the polar region in the music express RVW's awe of an area of 

the world that he had only seen in photos and his imagination. 

The fourth movement is reflective upon the lives of the explorers before they left 

for their journey to the South Pole. Death is represented in both Only Eleven Miles and in 

relation to a specific character, Oates, as well as the wives of Wilson and Scott. There is 

a sense of loss within this movement. The musical materials tend to have a minor mode 

quality, as opposed to other movements where modal quality is less defined. 

The final movement represents loss, instability, and lack of rationale. It is as 

though Scott is reflecting on decisions that he made and parts of the journey he had taken. 

In the end, he succumbed to the elements that he had attempted to conquer. 

It appears that at the beginning of the symphony, RVW used the music to express 

the explorers' excitement about coming to Antarctica, and they were 'fascinated and 

terrified." However, at the end the explorers' struggle and death are represented in the 

music by unstable harmonies and scales, creating a man v. nature program. 

RVW rarely developed the motives used in the symphony. Since there was a 

large number of film segments that were used in the symphony, there was little 

opportunity for rhetorical treatment of musical materials. He combined specific film 

segments in order to create continuity, and had enough music from which to draw that 

motivic development was essentially unnecessary. 

RVW, using the motivic material from the manuscript, created some "new" music 

for the symphony, in the form of variations from previously written material. These 
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variations serve to keep the symphony from becoming stagnant with the continuously 

repeated themes, and to ease the transition between film segments. 

There is little motivic imity between the five movements. The five literary 

superscriptions that pre&ce each movement are also unrelated to one another. Unity, 

both within movements and between movements, results from repetition of film 

segments. Only three melodic ideas return in more than one movement and none of those 

three ideas return in all five movements. 

Based on the analysis, it is clear that RVW has recycled his film score and 

original manuscript from "Scott of the Antarctic," and from it, created Sinfonia Antartica. 

This recycling allowed RVW to create a symphony from material that had already been 

used in another idiom. Even though the symphony is derived from the fikn music, RVW 

altered it in such a way that the symphony is an established and recognizable work on its 

own. 
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